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Abstract
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have proven to be effective models for solving various problems in computer
vision. Multi-Layer Perceptron Networks, Convolutional Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks
are representative examples of DNNs in the setting of supervised learning. The key ingredients in the
successful development of DNN-based models include but not limited to task-specific designs of network
architecture, discriminative feature representation learning and scalable training algorithms.
In this thesis, we describe a collection of DNN-based models to address three challenging computer vision
tasks, namely large-scale visual recognition, image semantic segmentation and automatic photo adjustment.
For each task, the network architecture is carefully designed on the basis of the nature of the task. For
large-scale visual recognition, we design a hierarchical Convolutional Neural Network to fully exploit a
semantic hierarchy among visual categories. The resulting model can be deemed as an ensemble of specialized
classifiers. We improve state-of-the-art results at an affordable increase of the computational cost. For
image semantic segmentation, we integrate convolutional layers with novel spatially recurrent layers for
incorporating global contexts into the prediction process. The resulting hybrid network is capable of learning
improved feature representations, which lead to more accurate region recognition and boundary localization.
Combined with a post-processing step involving a fully-connected conditional random field, our hybrid
network achieves new state-of-the-art results on a large benchmark dataset. For automatic photo adjustment,
we take a data-driven approach to learn the underlying color transforms from manually enhanced examples.
We formulate the learning problem as a regression task, which can be approached with a Multi-Layer
Perceptron network. We concatenate global contextual features, local contextual features as well as pixel-
wise features and feed them into the deep network. State-of-the-art results are achieved on datasets with
both global and local stylized adjustments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recent advances in computer vision have substantially benefited from the developments of Deep Neural
Networks (DNN). Examples of DNN include Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). They have proven to be effective and scalable models in
various tasks, such as visual recognition [60, 89, 92, 96, 113], image segmentation [10, 12, 18, 40, 41, 56, 71, 72],
object detection [26, 33, 35, 82, 85] and image/video annotation [13, 24, 73]. Unfortunately, there is no one-
size-fits-all DNN solution to all tasks, and each task has its own specifically tailored network. Despite the
unprecedented prevalence of DNN in computer vision, the internal working mechanism of DNN is not yet
fully understood [97] and it remains to be an open research question [54, 114]. In general, the success of
applying DNN models depends on many factors, including but not limited to task-specific design of network
architecture, abundant training data, discriminative feature representation and scalable training algorithm.
The use of DNN dates back to almost two decades ago when deep CNN was used to recognize digits
and characters in the documents [61]. Shallow DNN models can hardly outperform other approaches due
to limited learning capacity while deep DNN models suffer from the difficulty of network training and
the lack of sufficient training data. However, a recent application of CNN to the task of large-scale image
recognition [60] signifies the resurgence of DNN. See Figure 1.1 for examples of image recognition. Its success
can be largely attributed to the availability of large-scale ImageNet dataset, a deep network architecture
and a highly efficient GPU implementation. Follow-up works strive to improve over the deep CNN network
in [60] in various ways. Some efforts increase the model learning capacity by introducing novel neural layers
and deeper the network architecture. Others focus on developing better training algorithms, such as layer
parameter initialization, layer input normalization and regularization techniques. In contrast, this thesis
develops network architecture for large-scale image recognition from an orthogonal viewpoint. We observe
image recognition task has witnessed a substantial increase in the dataset scale. CIFAR100 dataset has 100
categories containing 600 images of size 32 × 32 each while more recent ImageNet dataset populates the
majority of 80,000 synsets of WordNet with an average of 500 - 1000 high resolution images. One of the
complications that arise in large datasets with a large number of categories is that the visual separability of
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object categories is highly uneven. Some categories are much harder to distinguish than others. In general,
categories belonging to the same coarse concept are harder to distinguish than those from different coarse
concepts. Nonetheless, most deep CNN models nowadays are at N-way flat classifiers, which share a set of
fully connected layers. This leads to the question whether such a flat structure is adequate for distinguishing
all the difficult categories. A very natural and intuitive alternative organizes classifiers in a hierarchical
manner according to the divide-and-conquer strategy. Although hierarchical classification has been proven
beneficial for conventional linear classifiers [25, 51, 94, 97], few attempts have been made to exploit category
hierarchies in deep CNN models. In Chapter 3, we propose a generic and principled hierarchical CNN
architecture, Hierarchical Deep Convolutional Neural Network (HD-CNN) and the corresponding training
algorithm. HD-CNN decomposes an image recognition task into two steps. First, easy classes are separated
by a coarse category CNN classier. Second, challenging classes are routed downstream to fine category
classifiers. HD-CNN is modular and is built upon a building block CNN, which can be chosen to be
any of the state-of-the-art single CNN. An HD-CNN follows the coarse-to-fine classification paradigm and
probabilistically integrates predictions from fine category classifiers. We aim to make HD-CNN achieve lower
error than the corresponding building block CNN, at the cost of a manageable increase in memory footprint
and classification time.
Figure 1.1: Examples of image recognition. The top 5 classifier predictions with the probabilities are shown
below the image.
Transforming a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) into a Fully Convolutional Neural Network
(FCNN) proves to be convenient [72]. This provides an efficient solution to making dense predictions rather
than a single image-level prediction. Consequently, tasks in need of dense predictions, such as image semantic
segmentation, can be better accomplished by using the discriminative pixel-wise feature representation from
the related image recognition task in a setting of transfer learning. FCNN integrates the local image context
in a hierarchical and progressive way. As input image goes through the FCNN from preceding layers to rear
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layers, the neurons in the layer are integrating context information over receptive field of increasing size.
Despite this, the pixel-wise label prediction is still made solely based on a local context window and fails
to exploit global context. We hypothesize global context is an indispensable ingredient for predicting pixel
semantic label. Recently, RNN has shown its potential for semantic segmentation [94]. RNN models are
capable of integrating global image context and propagating long-range dependency. They have achieved
state-of-the-art results on a few benchmark datasets, including MNIST and Stanford Background [10]. As
CNN and RNN excel in the task of semantic segmentation in different ways, we propose to combine the best
aspects of CNN and RNN. In Chapter 4, we develop a hybrid net, which consists of alternating convolutional
layers and spatially recurrent layers. It can be shown integrating a global context in recurrent layers leads
to a more discriminative feature representation. The overall semantic segmentation performance can be
improved while a single forward-pass at testing stage is preserved to be highly efficient.
Figure 1.2: Examples of image semantic segmentation. From left to right: input image, predicted seg-
mentation and groundtruth.
While RNNs and CNNs can operate on raw image pixels thanks to their strong capabilities of learning
feature representation, MLPs can be well suited for some vision tasks as well when discriminative hand-
crafted features are provided as input. An example of such task is automatic photo adjustment, the demands
of which becomes intensified with the prevalence of sharing photos through social media. A common practice
in this type of photo sharing is artistic enhancement of photos by various Apps such as Instagram. In general,
such photo enhancement is artistic because it not only tries to correct photographic defects (under/over
exposure, poor contrast, etc.) but also aims to invoke dramatic visual impressions by stylistic or even
exaggerated color and tone adjustments. In Chapter 5, a MLP-based algorithm is proposed to enhance images
into artistic styles, which are automatically learnt from a small set of training examples. See Figure 1.3 for
an example. In this specific task, the enhancements made by a professional photographer in the training
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examples are aware of both image global context (e.g. low-level image statistics, high-level scene categories)
and local semantic context (e.g. the underlying regions, spatial layout of local regions). Learning pixel-wise
color transforms between the original image and the enhanced image can be formulated as a regression
problem, which can be solved by a deep MLP network with strong regression capabilities. By carefully
designing feature descriptors to feed into the MLP network, we demonstrate the semantics-dependent and
highly nonlinear color transforms can be faithfully approximated. It is also shown only a small number of
training image examples are needed as a large number of super-pixels can be sampled to train the deep MLP
network. This makes our model practically useful in real-world applications.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.3: An example of our semantics-aware photo enhancement style, which extends the “cross process-
ing” effect in a local manner. (a): input image; (b): enhanced image by our automatic approach based on
deep neural networks; (c): groundtruth image manually enhanced by a photographer, who applied different
adjustment parameters in different semantic regions.
1.1 Thesis Overview
In this thesis, we address three challenging problems in computer vision, namely large-scale visual recognition,
image semantic segmentation and photo adjustment. We advocate the use of DNN in all of them but tailor
the network architectures in significantly different ways to the nature of the problem.
Large-Scale Visual Recognition. In Chapter 3, we introduce hierarchical deep CNN (HD-CNN) by
embedding deep CNNs into a two-level category hierarchy. An HD-CNN separates easy classes using a
coarse category classifier while distinguishing difficult classes using fine category classifiers. During HD-
CNN training, component-wise pretraining is followed by global fine-tuning with a multinomial logistic loss
regularized by a coarse category consistency term. In addition, conditional executions of fine category
classifiers and layer parameter compression make HD-CNNs scalable for large-scale visual recognition. We
achieve state-of-the-art results on both CIFAR100 and large-scale ImageNet 1000-class benchmark datasets.
In our experiments, we build up three different two-level HD-CNNs, and they lower the top-1 error of the
standard CNNs by 2.65%, 3.1%, and 1.1%.
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Image Semantic Segmentation. In Chapter 4, we propose a hybrid deep network, which combines both
convolutional layers and recurrent LSTM [45] layers for semantic segmentation. While the convolutional
layers are primarily used for feature extraction and transformation, the recurrent layers are capable of gen-
erating global contextual features and localizing region boundaries. This gives rise to a novel hybrid deep
network architecture, which has a few remarkable characteristics, including full-image receptive fields, accu-
rate boundary localization, end-to-end training, and efficient network execution. The use of recurrent layers
results in superior recognition performance and fine region boundary localization. We evaluate our hybrid
deep networks on the Stanford Background, SiftFlow and PASCAL VOC 2012 datasets, and demonstrate
that our method can generate better results than state-of-the-art approaches.
Automatic Photo Artistic Adjustment. In Chapter 5, we explore the use of deep Multi-Layer Percep-
tron Network in the context of photo editing. Automatic photo adjustment is formulated in a way suitable
for this model. We also introduce an image descriptor accounting for the local semantics of an image. Our
experiments demonstrate that training deep neural networks using these descriptors successfully capture so-
phisticated photographic styles. In particular and unlike previous techniques, it can model local adjustments
that depend on image semantics. We show that this yields results that are qualitatively and quantitatively
better than previous work.
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Chapter 2
Background
To make this thesis as self-contained as possible, we elaborate on the architecture details of common DNN,
including CNN, RNN and MLP net.
2.1 Convolutional Neural Network
A deep Convolutional Neural Network often comprises a sequence of neural layers {Ll} of various types,
including convolutional layers, pooling layers and fully-connected layers. With a massitve amount of training
data, CNNs are able to learn discriminative and hierarchical image feature representations [114]. In preceding
layers, low-level and class-agnostic features, such as corner, edge and blob conjunctions are learnt while high-
level and discriminative features, such as mesh pattern and dog faces are learnt in rear layers.
A convolutional layer Ll takes an input feature map f l−1 of size W l−1 × H l−1 × Cl−1 and outputs a
feature map f l of size W l × H l × Cl via a convolution operation, which is characterized by a set of Cl
convolutional kernels of size klh × hld × Cl−1. See an illustration of convolution layer in Figure 2.1 left. The
spatial size of feature maps f l−1 and f l can be different depending on the convolution stride. Convolutional
layer learns to extract local features from the input feature map and a cascade of convolutional layers are
capable of learning hierarchical feature representations [114].
Convolution
19 11 1 4
9 4 17 8
12 17 4 5
4 7 7 13
19 17
17 13
Max
Max	Pooling
Figure 2.1: Illustrations of neural layers. Left:convolutional layer. Right: max pooling layer.
The pooling layer is an indispensable part of CNN as well. Together with convolutional layer, it makes
the feature representation more invariant to translation, rotation and deformations of input image (Figure
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2.1, right). The neuron response in the output map is obtained by executing a pooling operation within
a local pooling region in the input map. Common pooling operations include max pooling [60], average
pooling [66] and stochastic pooling [113]. While max pooling and average pooling compute the maximal
and average feature response respectively, stochastic pooling randomly choose a feature response based on a
probability distribution proportional to the feature response magnitude. Usually, the depth of feature map
is preserved while the spatial dimensions are reduced by a factor depending on the pooling region size and
pooling stride. The reduction in the spatial size serves for two purposes. First, it substantially reduces the
computational cost in the later layers. Second, it enlarges the size of effective receptive field of the neurons
in the later layers and allows the network to produce feature representation over a larger context.
2.2 Recurrent Neural Network
Recurrent Neural Network can process an input sequence {xt} of arbitrary length by using recurrent state
transition connections. It can maintain internal neuron states over input sequence and model the dynamic
temporal behavior. See an illustration of RNN in Figure 2.2. The activation of the hidden states at timestep
t is computed as a recurrent function f of current input symbol xt and the hidden states ht−1 at previous
timestep t− 1.
ht = f(ht−1,xt) (2.1)
It is common to implement the recurrent function f as a composition of an affine transformation and a
nonlinear activation function.
f(ht−1,xt) = φ(W [ht−1,xt] + b) (2.2)
Output	
neuron	𝑦
Hidden	
neuron	ℎ
Input	
neuron	𝑥 𝑡 − 1 𝑡 𝑡 + 1
Figure 2.2: A 1-D RNN unfolded in time.
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Common choices of nonlinear activation function include sigmoid function, hyperbolic tangent function
and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function [60]. One major drawback of this implementation is the difficulty
of training on long training sequence due to vanishing and exploding gradient problem [44]. Another draw-
back is the difficulty of detecting and propagating long-term dependency as the hidden states are updated
without any selective protection mechanism.
𝑓" 𝑖" 𝐶%" 𝑜"
𝐶"𝐶"'( 𝐶")(
ℎ"ℎ"'( ℎ")(
Figure 2.3: LSTM cell.
To fix such drawbacks, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [45] introduced cell memory units to preserve
the long term dependency. An illustration of LSTM cell is shown in Figure2.31. The recurrent connection
operates on the cell memory units Ct and the corresponding recurrent transition function is revised to
adaptively protect the cell memory from updating. LSTM implements this by employing input gating units
it to decide which part of input data C˜t should be used to update the memory units. It also uses forget
gating units ft to decide which part of the previous memory content Ct−1 should be preserved. If the forget
gating units are closed, then the previous dependency is abandoned and a new short-term dependency can
start to accumulate. Otherwise, long term dependency can be propagated. Therefore, forget gating units
are able to capture both short-term and long-term dependency by having different forget gating responses
across different units. In addition, output gating units ot are incorporated as well to decide which part of
1Original image credit: https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs
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cell memory content is exposed as output.
ft = σ(Wf [ht−1,xt] + bf )
it = σ(Wi[ht−1,xt]bi)
C˜t = σ(WC [ht−1,xt] + bC)
Ct = ft ?Ct−1 + it ? C˜t
ot = σ(Wo[ht−1,xt] + bo)
ht = ot ? tanh(Ct)
(2.3)
Here, operator ? denotes the element-wise multiplication.
2.3 Multi-Layer Perceptron Network
Data	layer
Hidden	 layers
Output	 layer
Figure 2.4: Multi-Layer Perceptron Network.
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network often consists of a data layer, an output layer and a few fully-
connected hidden layers in-between (Figure 2.4). The operation on the incoming features f l−1 in a fully-
connected layer Ll is a linear transformation, which is followed by a nonlinear activation function. The model
capacity is mainly determined by the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each hidden layer.
A MLP network is a universal approximator that can represent arbitrarily complex continuous functions [46].
Although it is one of the simplest forms of deep neural network, it has been successfully applied to tackle
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challenging vision problems, such as face recognition [115] and handwritten digit recognition [15,61].
f l = φ(W lf l−1 + bl) (2.4)
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Chapter 3
HD-CNN: Hierarchical Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks for
Large-Scale Visual Recognition
Deep CNNs are well suited for large-scale supervised visual recognition tasks because of their highly scalable
training algorithm. It only needs to cache a small chunk of the potentially huge volume of training data
during sequential scans. One of the complications that arises in large datasets with a large number of
categories is that the visual separability of object categories is highly uneven. Some categories are much
harder to distinguish than others. Take the categories in CIFAR100 as an example (Figure3.1). It is easy
to tell an Apple from a Bus, but harder to tell an Apple from an Orange. In fact, both Apples and Oranges
belong to the same coarse category fruit and vegetables, while Buses belong to another coarse category,
vehicles 1, as defined within CIFAR100. Nonetheless, most deep CNN models nowadays are flat N-way
classifiers, which share a set of fully connected layers. This makes us wonder whether such a flat structure
is adequate for distinguishing all the difficult categories. A very natural and intuitive alternative organizes
classifiers in a hierarchical manner according to the divide-and-conquer strategy1. Although hierarchical
classification has been proven effective for conventional linear classifiers [32,69,116,119], few attempts have
been made to exploit category hierarchies [20,93] in deep CNN models.
Apple Orange Bus
Figure 3.1: Three categories from CIFAR100 dataset [59].
Since deep CNN models are large models themselves, organizing them hierarchically imposes the following
challenges. First, instead of a handcrafted category hierarchy, how can we learn such a category hierarchy
from the training data itself so that cascaded inferences in a hierarchical classifier will not degrade the
1Work in this chapter has been published in [109].
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overall accuracy while dedicated fine category classifiers exist for hard-to-distinguish categories? Second, a
hierarchical CNN classifier consists of multiple CNN models at different levels. How can we leverage the
commonalities among these models and effectively train them all? Third, it would also be slower and more
memory consuming to run a hierarchical CNN classifier on a novel testing image. How can we alleviate such
limitations?
In this chapter, we propose a generic and principled hierarchical architecture, Hierarchical Deep Con-
volutional Neural Network (HD-CNN), that decomposes an image classification task into two steps [109].
First, easy classes are separated by a coarse category CNN classifier. Second, challenging classes are routed
downstream to fine category classifiers. HD-CNN is modular and is built upon a building block CNN, which
can be chosen to be any of the state-of-the-art single CNN. An HD-CNN follows the coarse-to-fine classi-
fication paradigm and probabilistically integrates predictions from fine category classifiers. We show that
HD-CNN can achieve lower error than the corresponding building block CNN, at the cost of a manageable
increase in memory footprint and classification time.
In summary, this chapter has the following contributions. First, we introduce HD-CNN, a novel hierarchi-
cal architecture for image classification. Second, we develop a scheme for learning the two-level organization
of coarse and fine categories, and demonstrate that various components of an HD-CNN can be independently
pretrained. The complete HD-CNN is further fine-tuned using a multinomial logistic loss regularized by a
coarse category consistency term. Third, we make the HD-CNN scalable by compressing the layer parame-
ters and conditionally executing the fine category classifiers. We demonstrate state-of-the-art performance
on both CIFAR100 and ImageNet.
3.1 Related Work
Our work is inspired by rapid progress in CNN design and integration of category hierarchy with linear
classifiers. The main novelty of our method is the scalable HD-CNN architecture that integrates a category
hierarchy with deep CNNs.
3.1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
CNN-based models hold state-of-the-art performance in various computer vision tasks, including image
classifcation [60], object detection [35, 42], and image parsing [29]. Recently, there has been considerable
interest in enhancing CNN components, including pooling layers [113], activation units [37,92], and nonlinear
layers [66]. These enhancements either improve CNN training [113], or expand the network learning capacity.
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This work boosts CNN performance from an orthogonal angle and does not redesign a specific part within
any existing CNN model. Instead, we design a novel generic hierarchical architecture that uses an existing
CNN model as a building block. We embed multiple building blocks into a larger hierarchical deep CNN.
3.1.2 Category Hierarchy for Visual Recognition
In visual recognition, there is a vast literature exploiting category hierarchical structures [101]. For classifi-
cation with a large number of classes using linear classifiers, a common strategy is to build a hierarchy or
taxonomy of classifiers so that the number of classifiers evaluated given a testing image scales sublinearly in
the number of classes [7,34]. The hierarchy can be either predefined [51,75,102] or learned by top-down and
bottom-up approaches [4, 23, 38, 63, 74, 83, 91]. In [22], the predefined category hierarchy of the ImageNet
dataset is utilized to achieve trade-offs between classification accuracy and specificity. In [69], a hierarchi-
cal label tree is constructed to probabilistically combine predictions from leaf nodes. Such a hierarchical
classifier achieves significant speedup at the cost of certain accuracy loss.
One of the earliest attempts to introduce a category hierarchy in CNN-based methods is reported in [93],
but their main goal was transferring knowledge between classes to improve the results for classes with
insufficient training examples. In [20], various label relations were encoded in a hierarchy. Improved accuracy
is achieved only when a subset of training images is relabeled with internal nodes in the hierarchical class
tree. They are not able to improve accuracy in the original setting where all training images are labeled
with leaf nodes. In [108], a hierarchy of CNNs is introduced, but they experimented with only two coarse
categories, mainly due to scalability constraints. HD-CNN exploits the category hierarchy in a novel way in
that we embed deep CNNs into the hierarchy in a scalable manner and achieve superior classification results
over standard CNN.
3.2 Overview of HD-CNN
3.2.1 Notations
The dataset consists of a set of pairs {xi, yi}, where xi is an image and yi its category label. C denotes
the number of fine categories, which will be automatically grouped into K coarse categories. {Sfj }Cj=1 and
{Sck}Kk=1 are partitions of image indices based on fine and coarse categories. Superscripts f and c denote
fine and coarse categories.
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Figure 3.2: (a) A two-level category hierarchy where the classes are taken from ImageNet 1000-class dataset.
(b) Hierarchical Deep Convolutional Neural Network (HD-CNN) architecture.
3.2.2 HD-CNN Architecture
HD-CNN is designed to mimic the structure of category hierarchy, where fine categories are grouped into
coarse categories, as in Fig 3.2(a). It performs end-to-end classification, as illustrated in Fig 3.2(b). It mainly
comprises four parts: (i) shared layers, (ii) a single component B to handle coarse categories, (iii) multiple
components {Fk}Kk=1 (one for each group) for fine classification, and (iv) a single probabilistic averaging
layer.
Shared layers (left of Fig 3.2 (b)) receive raw image pixels as input and extract low-level features. The
configuration of shared layers is set to be the same as the preceding layers in the building block CNN.
On the top of Fig 3.2(b) are independent layers of coarse category component B, which reuses the
configuration of rear layers from the building block CNN and produces an intermediate fine prediction
{Bfij}Cj=1 for an image xi. To produce a coarse category prediction {Bik}Kk=1, we append a fine-to-coarse
aggregation layer (not shown in Fig 3.2(b)), which reduces fine predictions into coarse using a mapping
P : [1, C] 7→ [1,K]. The coarse category probabilities serve two purposes. First, they are used as weights
for combining the predictions made by fine category components {Fk}Kk=1. Second, when thresholded,
they enable conditional execution of fine category components whose corresponding coarse probabilities are
sufficiently large.
In the bottom right of Fig 3.2 (b) are independent layers of a set of fine category classifiers {Fk}Kk=1,
each of which makes fine category predictions. As each fine component only excels in classifying a small set
of categories, they produce a fine prediction over a partial set of categories. The probabilities of other fine
categories absent in the partial set are implicitly set to zero. The layer configurations are mostly copied
from the building block CNN except that the number of filters in the final classification layer is set to be
the size of a partial set instead of the full set of categories.
Both coarse component B and fine components {Fk}Kk=1 share common layers. The reason is threefold.
First, it is shown in [114] that preceding layers in deep networks response to class-agnostic low-level features
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such as corners and edges, while rear layers extract more class-specific features such as a dog’s face and bird’s
legs. Since low-level features are useful for both coarse and fine classification tasks, we allow the preceding
layers to be shared by both coarse and fine components. Second, the use of shared layers reduces both
the total floating point operations and the memory footprint of network execution. Both are of practical
significance to deploy HD-CNN in real applications. Last but not least, it can decrease the number of
HD-CNN parameters, which is critical to the success of HD-CNN training.
On the right side of Fig 3.2 (b) is the probabilistic averaging layer, which receives fine as well as coarse
category predictions and produces a final prediction based on weighted average
p(yi = j|xi) =
∑K
k=1Bikpk(yi = j|xi)∑K
k=1Bik
(3.1)
Bik denotes the probability of coarse category k for image xi predicted by the coarse category component
B. pk(yi = j|xi) is the fine category prediction made by the fine category component Fk.
We stress that both coarse and fine category components reuse layer configurations from the building
block CNN. This flexible modular design allows us to choose the state-of-the-art CNN as a building block,
depending on the task at hand.
3.3 Learning a Category Hierarchy
Our goal of building a category hierarchy is to group confusing fine categories into the same coarse category
for which a dedicated fine category classifier will be trained. We employ a top-down approach to learn the
hierarchy from the training data.
We randomly sample a held-out set of images with balanced class distribution from the training set. The
rest of the training set is used to train a building block net.
We obtain a confusion matrix F by evaluating the net on the held-out set. Then we construct a distance
matrix D as:
D =
1
2
[(I − F) + (I − F)T ] (3.2)
We set all diagonal entries of D to zero. Spectral clustering is performed on D to cluster fine categories
into K coarse categories. The result is a two-level category hierarchy representing a many-to-one mapping
P d : [1, C] 7→ [1,K] from fine to coarse categories. Superscript d denotes that the coarse categories are
disjoint.
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Overlapping coarse categories With disjoint coarse categories, the overall classification depends heavily
on the coarse category classifier. If an image is routed to an incorrect fine category classifier, then the
mistake cannot be corrected, as the probability of ground truth label is implicitly set to zero there. Removing
the separability constraint between coarse categories can make the HD-CNN less dependent on the coarse
category classifier.
Therefore, we add more fine categories to the coarse categories. For a certain fine classifier Fk, we prefer
to add those fine categories {j} that are likely to be misclassfied into the coarse category k. Therefore, we
estimate the likelihood uk(j) that an image in fine category j is misclassified into a coarse category k on the
held-out set.
uk(j) =
1∣∣∣Sfj ∣∣∣
∑
i∈Sfj
Bdik (3.3)
Bdik is the coarse category probability that is obtained by aggregating fine category probabilities {Bfij}j
according to the mapping P d: Bdik =
∑
j|Pd(j)=k B
f
ij . We threshold the likelihood u
k(j) using a parametric
variable ut = (γK)
−1 and add all fine categories j to the partial set Sck such that u
k(j) ≥ ut. Note
that each branching component gives a full set prediction when ut = 0 and a disjoint set prediction when
ut = 1.0. With overlapping coarse categories, the category hierarchy mapping P
d is extended to be a many-
to-many mapping P o, and the coarse category predictions are updated accordingly: Boik =
∑
j|k∈P o(j)Bij .
Superscript o denotes coarse categories are overlapping. Note the sum of {Boik}Kk=1 exceeds 1, and hence,
we perform L1 normalization. The use of overlapping coarse categories was also shown to be useful for
hierarchical linear classifiers [74].
3.4 HD-CNN Training
As we embed fine category components into HD-CNN, the number of parameters in rear layers grows
linearly in the number of coarse categories. Given the same amount of training data, this increases the
training complexity and the risk of over-fitting. On the other hand, the training images within the stochastic
gradient descent mini-batch are probabilistically routed to different fine category components. It requires
to use a larger mini-batch to ensure parameter gradients in the fine category components are estimated
by a sufficiently large number of training samples. A large training mini-batch both increases the training
memory footprint and slows down the training process. Therefore, we decompose the HD-CNN training into
multiple steps instead of training the complete HD-CNN from scratch, as outlined in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: HD-CNN training algorithm
1: procedure HD-CNN Training
2: Step 1: Pretrain HD-CNN
3: Step 1.1: Initialize coarse category component
4: Step 1.2: Pretrain fine category components
5: Step 2: Fine-tune the complete HD-CNN
3.4.1 Fine-tuning HD-CNN
After both coarse and fine category components are properly pretrained, we fine-tune the complete HD-CNN.
As the category hierarchy and the associated mapping P o are learned, each fine category component focuses
on classifying a fixed subset of fine categories. During fine-tuning, the semantics of coarse categories pre-
dicted by the coarse category component should be kept consistent with those associated with fine category
components. Thus we add a coarse category consistency term to regularize the conventional multinomial
logistic loss.
Coarse category consistency. The coarse category consistency term ensures the mean coarse category
distribution {tk}Kk=1 within the mini-batch is preserved during the fine-tuning. The learned fine-to-coarse
category mapping P : [1, C] 7→ [1,K] provides a way to specify the target coarse category distribution
{tk}Kk=1. Specifically, tk is set to be the fraction of all the training images within the coarse category k under
the assumption that the distribution over coarse categories across the training set is close to that within a
training mini-batch.
tk =
∑
j|k∈P (j)
∣∣∣Sfj ∣∣∣∑K
k′=1
∑
j|k′∈P (j)
∣∣∣Sfj ∣∣∣ ∀k ∈ [1,K] (3.4)
The final loss function we use for fine-tuning the HD-CNN is shown below.
E = − 1
n
n∑
i=1
log(pyi) +
λ
2
K∑
k=1
(tk − 1
n
n∑
i=1
Bik)
2 (3.5)
where n is the size of a training mini-batch. λ is a regularization constant and is set to λ = 20.
3.5 HD-CNN Testing
As we add fine category components into the HD-CNN, the number of parameters, memory footprint, and
execution time in rear layers, all scale linearly in the number of coarse categories. To ensure HD-CNN is
scalable for large-scale visual recognition, we develop conditional execution and layer parameter compression
techniques.
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Conditional execution. At test time, for a given image, it is not necessary to evaluate all fine category
classifiers, as most of them have insignificant weights Bik, as in Eqn 3.1. Their contributions to the final
prediction are negligible. Conditional execution of top relevant fine components can accelerate the HD-CNN
classification. Therefore, we threshold Bik using a parametric variable Bt = (βK)
−1 and reset Bik to zero
when Bik < Bt. Those fine category classifiers with Bik = 0 are not evaluated.
Parameter compression. In HD-CNN, the number of parameters in rear layers of fine category classifiers
grows linearly in the number of coarse categories. Thus, we compress the layer parameters at test time to re-
duce the memory footprint. Specifically, we choose product quantization [49] to compress the parameter ma-
trix W ∈ Rm×n. We first partition it horizontally into segments of width s such that W = [W 1, ...,W (n/s)].
Then k-means clustering is used to cluster the rows in W i,∀i ∈ [1, (n/s)]. By only storing the nearest cluster
indices in an 8-bit integer matrix Q ∈ Rm×(n/s) and cluster centers in a single-precision floating number
matrix C ∈ Rk×n, we can achieve a compression factor of (32mn)/(32kn + 8mn/s), where s and k are
hyperparameters for parameter compression.
3.6 Experiments
3.6.1 Overview
We evaluate HD-CNN on CIFAR100 [59] and ImageNet [21]. HD-CNN is implemented on the widely deployed
Caffe [50] software. The network is trained by back propagation [60]. We run all the testing experiments on
a single NVIDIA Tesla K40c card.
3.6.2 Results on CIFAR100
The CIFAR100 dataset consists of 100 classes of natural images. There are 50K training images and 10K
testing images. We follow [37] to preprocess the dataset (e.g., global contrast normalization and ZCA
whitening). Randomly cropped and flipped image patches of size 26× 26 are used for training. We adopt a
NIN network 2 with three stacked layers [66].
We denote it as CIFAR100-NIN, which will be the HD-CNN building block. Fine category components
share preceding layers from conv1 to pool1, which accounts for 6% of the total parameters and 29% of the
total floating point operations. The remaining layers are used as independent layers.
For building the category hierarchy, we randomly choose 10K images from the training set as the held-out
set. Fine categories within the same coarse categories are visually more similar. We pretrain the rear layers
2https://github.com/mavenlin/cuda-convnet/blob/master/NIN/cifar-100_def
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of fine category components. The initial learning rate is 0.01, and it is decreased by a factor of 10 every
6K iterations. Fine-tuning is performed for 20K iterations with large mini-batches of size 256. The initial
learning rate is 0.001 and is reduced by a factor of 10 once after 10K iterations.
For evaluation, we use 10-view testing [60]. We extract five 26×26 patches (the 4 corner patches and the
center patch) as well as their horizontal reflections and average their predictions. The CIFAR100-NIN net
obtains 35.27% testing error. Our HD-CNN achieves a testing error of 32.62%, which improves the building
block net by 2.65%.
Category hierarchy. During the construction of the category hierarchy, the number of coarse categories
can be adjusted by the clustering algorithm. We can also make the coarse categories either disjoint or
overlapping by varying the hyperparameter γ. Thus, we investigate their impacts on the classification
error. We experiment with 5, 9, 14, and 19 coarse categories and vary the value of γ. The best results
are obtained with 9 overlapping coarse categories and γ = 5, as shown in Fig 3.3 left. A histogram of fine
category occurrences in 9 overlapping coarse categories is shown in Fig 3.3 right. The optimal value of coarse
category number and hyperparameter γ are dataset dependent, mainly affected by the inherent hierarchy
within the categories.
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Figure 3.3: Left: HD-CNN 10-view testing error against the number of coarse categories on CIFAR100. We
pick 9 coarse categories and γ = 5. Right: Histogram of fine category occurrences in 9 overlapping coarse
categories.
Shared layers. The use of shared layers makes both the computational complexity and memory footprint
of HD-CNN sublinear in the number of fine category classifiers when compared to the building block net.
Our HD-CNN with 9 fine category classifiers based on CIFAR100-NIN consumes less than three times as
much memory as the building block net without parameter compression. We also want to investigate the
impact of the use of shared layers on the classification error, memory footprint, and the net execution time
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Method Error
Model averaging (2 CIFAR100-NIN nets) 35.13
DSN [62] 34.68
CIFAR100-NIN-double 34.26
dasNet [95] 33.78
Base: CIFAR100-NIN 35.27
HD-CNN, no fine-tuning 33.33
HD-CNN, fine-tuning 32.62
HD-CNN+CE+PC, fine-tuning 32.79
Table 3.1: 10-view testing errors on CIFAR100 dataset. Notation CCC=coarse category consistency.
(Table 3.3). We build another HD-CNN, where coarse category component and all fine category components
use independent preceding layers initialized from a pretrained building block net. Under single-view testing
where only a central cropping is used, we observe a minor error increase from 34.36% to 34.50%. But using
shared layers dramatically reduces the memory footprint from 1356 MB to 459 MB and testing time from
2.43 seconds to 0.28 seconds.
Conditional execution. By varying the hyperparameter β, we can effectively affect the number of fine
category components that will be executed. There is a trade-off between execution time and classification
error. A larger value of β leads to higher accuracy at the cost of executing more components for fine
categorization. By enabling conditional executions with hyperparameter β = 6, we obtain a substantial
2.8x speedup with merely a minor increase in error from 34.36% to 34.57% (Table 3.3). The testing time of
HD-CNN is about 2.5x as much as that of the building block net.
Parameter compression. As fine category CNNs have independent layers from conv2 to cccp6, we com-
press them and reduce the memory footprint from 447MB to 286MB with a minor increase in error from
34.57% to 34.73%.
Comparison with a strong baseline. As our HD-CNN memory footprint is about two times as much
as the building block model (Table 3.3), it is necessary to compare a stronger baseline of similar complexity
with HD-CNN. We adapt CIFAR100-NIN and double the number of filters in all convolutional layers, which
accordingly increases the memory footprint by three times. We denote it as CIFAR100-NIN-double and
obtain an error of 34.26%, which is 1.01% lower than that of the building block net but is 1.64% higher than
that of HD-CNN.
Comparison with model averaging. HD-CNN is fundamentally different from model averaging [60]. In
model averaging, all models are capable of classifying the full set of the categories, and each one is trained
independently. The main sources of their prediction differences are different initializations. In HD-CNN,
each fine category classifier only excels at classifying a partial set of categories. To compare HD-CNN with
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model averaging, we independently train two CIFAR100-NIN networks and take their averaged prediction
as the final prediction. We obtain an error of 35.13%, which is about 2.51% higher than that of HD-CNN
(Table 3.1). Note that HD-CNN is orthogonal to the model averaging and an ensemble of HD-CNN networks
can further improve the performance.
Coarse category consistency. To verify the effectiveness of coarse category consistency term in our loss
function (3.5), we fine-tune a HD-CNN using the traditional multinomial logistic loss function. The testing
error is 33.21%, which is 0.59% higher than that of a HD-CNN fine-tuned with coarse category consistency
(Table 3.1).
Comparison with state-of-the-art. Our HD-CNN improves on the current two best methods [62], and
[95], by 2.06% and 1.16%, respectively, and sets new state-of-the-art results on CIFAR100 (Table 3.1).
3.6.3 Results on ImageNet Using Network-In-Network Building Block Net
The ILSVRC-2012 ImageNet dataset consists of about 1.2 million training images, 50, 000 validation images.
To demonstrate the generality of HD-CNN, we experiment with two different building block nets. In both
cases, HD-CNNs achieve significantly lower testing errors than the building block nets. The first building
block net is a public 4-layer NIN net3 as it has a greatly reduced number of parameters compared to
AlexNet [60] but similar error rates. It is denoted as ImageNet-NIN. In HD-CNN, various components share
preceding layers from conv1 to pool3, which account for 26% of the total parameters and 82% of the total
floating point operations.
We follow the training and testing protocols as in [60]. Original images are resized to 256×256. Randomly
cropped and horizontally reflected 224 × 224 patches are used for training. At test time, the net makes a
10-view averaged prediction. We train ImageNet-NIN for 45 epochs. The top-1 and top-5 errors are 39.76%
and 17.71%, respectively.
To build the category hierarchy, we take 100K training images as the held-out set and find 89 overlapping
coarse categories. Each fine category CNN is fine-tuned for 40K iterations while the initial learning rate 0.01
is decreased by a factor of 10 every 15K iterations. Fine-tuning the complete HD-CNN is not performed,
as the required mini-batch size is significantly higher than that for the building block net. Nevertheless, we
still achieve top-1 and top-5 errors of 36.66% and 15.80% and improve the building block net by 3.1% and
1.91%, respectively (Table 3.2). The class-wise top-5 error improvement over the building block net is shown
in Fig 3.4 left.
Case studies. We want to investigate how HD-CNN corrects the mistakes made by the building block net.
3https://gist.github.com/mavenlin/d802a5849de39225bcc6
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Figure 3.4: Left: Class-wise HD-CNN top-5 error improvement over the building block net. Right: Mean
number of executed fine category classifiers and top-5 error against hyperparameter β on the ImageNet
validation dataset.
Method top-1, top-5
Base:ImageNet-NIN 39.76, 17.71
Model averaging (3 base nets) 38.54, 17.11
HD-CNN, disjoint CC 38.44, 17.03
HD-CNN 36.66, 15.80
HD-CNN+CE+PC 36.88, 15.92
Table 3.2: Comparisons of 10-view testing errors between ImageNet-NIN and HD-CNN. Notation CC =
Coarse category.
In Fig 3.5, we collect four testing cases. In the first case, the building block net fails to predict the label of the
tiny hermit crab in the top 5 guesses. In HD-CNN, two coarse categories, #6 and #11, receive most of the
coarse probability mass. The fine category component #6 specializes in classifying crab breeds and strongly
suggests the ground truth label. By combining the predictions from the top fine category classifiers, the
HD-CNN predicts hermit crab as the most probable label. In the second case, the ImageNet-NIN confuses
the ground truth hand blower with other objects of close shapes and appearances, such as plunger and
barbell. For HD-CNN, the coarse category component is also not confident about which coarse category the
object belongs to and thus assigns even probability mass to the top coarse categories. For the top 3 fine
category classifiers, #74 strongly predicts ground truth label while the other two ,#49 and #40, rank the
ground truth label at the 2nd and 4th place, respectively. Overall, the HD-CNN ranks the ground truth
label at the 1st place. This demonstrates HD-CNN needs to rely on multiple fine category classifiers to make
correct predictions for difficult cases.
Overlapping coarse categories.To investigate the impact of overlapping coarse categories on the classifi-
cation, we train another HD-CNN with 89 fine category classifiers using disjoint coarse categories. It achieves
top-1 and top-5 errors of 38.44% and 17.03%, respectively, which is higher than those of the HD-CNN using
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Figure 3.5: Case studies on ImageNet dataset. Each row represents a testing case. Column (a): test image
with ground truth label. Column (b): top 5 guesses from the building block net ImageNet-NIN. Column
(c): top 5 Coarse Category (CC) probabilities. Column (d)-(f): top 5 guesses made by the top 3 fine
category CNN components. Column (g): final top 5 guesses made by the HD-CNN. See text for details.
an overlapping coarse category hierarchy by 1.78% and 1.23% (Table 3.2).
Conditional executions. By varying the hyperparameter β, we can control the number of fine category
components that will be executed. There is a trade-off between execution time and classification error, as
shown in Fig 3.4 right. A larger value of β leads to lower error at the cost of more executed fine category
components. By enabling conditional executions with hyperparameter β = 8, we obtain a substantial 6.3x
speedup with merely a minor increase of single-view testing top-5 error from 16.62% to 16.75% (Table 3.3).
With such speedup, the HD-CNN testing time is less than 3 times as much as that of the building block net.
Parameter compression. We compress independent layers conv4 and cccp7, as they account for 60% of
the parameters in ImageNet-NIN. Their parameter matrices are of size 1024 × 3456 and 1024 × 1024 and
we use compression hyperparameters (s, k) = (3, 128) and (s, k) = (2, 256). The compression factors are 4.8
and 2.7. The compression decreases the memory footprint from 3508MB to 1712MB and merely increases
the top-5 error from 16.75% to 16.89% under single-view testing (Table 3.3).
Comparison with model averaging. As the HD-CNN memory footprint is about three times as much
as the building block net, we independently train three ImageNet-NIN nets and average their predictions.
We obtain a top-5 error 17.11%, which is 0.6% lower than the building block but is 1.31% higher than that
of HD-CNN (Table 3.2).
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Model top-1, top-5 Memory Time
Base:CIFAR100-NIN 37.29 188 0.04
HD-CNN w/o SL 34.50 1356 2.43
HD-CNN 34.36 459 0.28
HD-CNN+CE 34.57 447 0.10
HD-CNN+CE+PC 34.73 286 0.10
Base:ImageNet-NIN 41.52, 18.98 535 0.19
HD-CNN 37.92,16.62 3544 3.25
HD-CNN+CE 38.16, 16.75 3508 0.52
HD-CNN+CE+PC 38.39, 16.89 1712 0.53
Base:ImageNet-VGG-16-layer 32.30, 12.74 4134 1.04
HD-CNN+CE+PC 31.34,12.26 6863 5.28
Table 3.3: Comparison of testing errors, memory footprint (MB) and testing time (seconds) between building
block nets and HD-CNNs on CIFAR100 and ImageNet datasets. Statistics are collected under single-
view testing. Three building block nets, CIFAR100-NIN, ImageNet-NIN, and ImageNet-VGG-16-layer,
are used. The testing mini-batch size is 50. Notations: SL=Shared layers, CE=Conditional execution,
PC=Parameter compression.
3.6.4 Results on ImageNet Using VGG-16-layer Building Block Net
The second building block net we use is a 16-layer CNN from [89]. We denote it as ImageNet-VGG-16-layer4.
The layers from conv1 1 to pool4 are shared, and they account for 5.6% of the total parameters and 90%
of the total floating number operations. The remaining layers are used as independent layers in coarse and
fine category classifiers. We follow the training and testing protocols as in [89]. For training, we first sample
a size S from the range [256, 512] and resize the image so that the length of the short edge is S. Then a
randomly cropped and flipped patch of size 224 × 224 is used for training. For testing, dense evaluation is
performed on three scales {256, 384, 512}, and the averaged prediction is used as the final prediction. Please
refer to [89] for more training and testing details. On the ImageNet validation set, ImageNet-VGG-16-layer
achieves top-1 and top-5 errors of 24.79% and 7.50% respectively.
We build a category hierarchy with 84 overlapping coarse categories. We implement multi-GPU training
on Caffe by exploiting data parallelism [89] and train the fine category classifiers on two NVIDIA Tesla K40c
cards. The initial learning rate is 0.001, and it is decreased by a factor of 10 every 4K iterations. HD-CNN
fine-tuning is not performed. Due to the large memory footprint of the building block net (Table 3.3), the
HD-CNN with 84 fine category classifiers cannot fit into the memory directly. Therefore, we compress the
parameters in layers fc6 and fc7 as they account for over 85% of the parameters. Parameter matrices in fc6
and fc7, are of size 4096× 25088 and 4096× 4096. Their compression hyperparameters are (s, k) = (14, 64)
and (s, k) = (4, 256). The compression factors are 29.9 and 8, respectively. The HD-CNN obtains top-1 and
4https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/wiki/Model-Zoo
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top-5 errors of 23.69% and 6.76% on the ImageNet validation set and improves over ImageNet-VGG-16-layer
by 1.1% and 0.74%, respectively.
Method top-1, top-5
GoogLeNet,multi-crop [96] N/A,7.9
VGG-19-layer, dense [89] 24.8,7.5
VGG-16-layer+VGG-19-layer,dense 24.0,7.1
Base:ImageNet-VGG-16-layer,dense 24.79,7.50
HD-CNN+PC,dense 23.69,6.76
HD-CNN+PC+CE,dense 23.88,6.87
Table 3.4: Errors on ImageNet validation set.
Comparison with state-of-the-art. Currently, the two best nets on the ImageNet dataset are GoogLeNet
[96] (Table 3.4) and VGG 19-layer network [89]. Using multi-scale multi-crop testing, a single GoogLeNet
net achieves a top-5 error of 7.9%. With multi-scale dense evaluation, a single VGG 19-layer net obtains
top-1 and top-5 errors of 24.8% and 7.5% and improves the top-5 error of GoogLeNet by 0.4%. Our HD-CNN
decreases the top-1 and top-5 errors of VGG 19-layer net by 1.11% and 0.74%, respectively. Furthermore,
HD-CNN slightly outperforms the results of averaging the predictions from VGG-16-layer and VGG-19-layer
nets.
3.7 Conclusions and Future Work
We demonstrated that HD-CNN is a flexible deep CNN architecture to improve over existing deep CNN
models. We showed this empirically on both CIFAR-100 and Image-Net datasets using three different
building block nets. As part of our future work, we plan to extend HD-CNN architectures to those with
more than 2 hierarchical levels and also verify our empirical results in a theoretical framework.
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Chapter 4
A Hybrid Network for Semantic
Segmentation
Semantic segmentation assigns semantic labels to individual pixels in an image and thus precisely outlines
semantic regions. It is a different task from both image-level classification, which infers a single label for
an entire image, and object detection, which localizes the bounding boxes of object instances and assigns a
label to each bounding box.
State-of-the-art approaches are largely built on top of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). A classi-
fication CNN can be effortlessly transformed into a segmentation net by replacing fully-connected layers with
1 × 1 convolutional layers sharing the same weights. This simple adaptation leads to Fully Convolutional
neural Networks (FCNs) [72], which take an input image of arbitrary size and predict a semantic label map.
Due to pooling layers commonly used in the CNNs, the spatial resolution of predicted semantic label map
is decreased. Semantic label maps computed by FCNs bear the following limitations. First, receptive fields
of layer neurons gradually grow along the net depth dimension due to the use of cascaded convolutional and
pooling layers. Although theoretically receptive fields of neurons in the final layer of a FCN can cover a
rectangular window as large as the entire input image, in practice the effective receptive field size is much
smaller. Second, feature representations extracted from large receptive fields arguably benefit semantic seg-
mentation, and FNCs can only attain large receptive field implicitly by cascading convolutional and pooling
layers. This inhibits FCNs making globally informed predictions. Third, an insufficient spatial resolution of
intermediate feature map gives rise to blurry object contours and imprecise contour localization. To recover
sharp boundaries at the original resolution, a form of post processing on predicted blurry label map from
FCN is necessary.
In this work, we propose the use of spatially recurrent layer to explicitly propagate features in the spatial
domain. In a recurrent layer, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) run in horizontal and vertical directions,
and generate features from hidden units that are aware of global context. Recurrent layers themselves
can be stacked to form a pure deep spatially recurrent network. More powerfully, they can be combined
with existing FCNs to form a deep hybrid network. The convolutional layers extract local features as in the
conventional deep ConvNet, and the recurrent layers are capable of performing spatial long-range information
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propagation and generating global contextual features for an entire image. The hybrid network exhibits a
few remarkable characteristics. First, it efficiently supports receptive fields spanning the full image domain
as well as accurate semantic inference based on contextual features defined over such receptive fields. It
substantially mitigates the first limitation of FCNs. Second, hybrid net fundamentally improves the learning
of feature representations. As a result, it can improve both region recognition and localization. It tackles
the second limitation of FCNs. Third, it supports end-to-end training and efficient forward and backward
passes. Computations in the recurrent layers can be made parallel, and hybrid network can exploit the
computational power of modern GPUs.
The contribution of our work is two-fold. First, we introduce the use of spatially recurrent layer into
semantic segmentation. We prove by simply stacking such recurrent layers, the resulting pure deep recurrent
network can achieve competitive performance. Second, we demonstrate a hybrid network can be obtained
by appending recurrent layers after FCNs. It can learn improved discriminative feature representation over
FCNs. We extensively evaluate hybrid network on two benchmark datasets. We establish new state-of-the-
art results on the golden benchmark PASCAL VOC 2012. We also report competitive results on SiftFlow
dataset.
4.1 Related Work
Previous work on semantic segmentation can be classified into non-parametric and parametric approaches.
4.1.1 Non-Parametric Methods
Non-parametric methods for semantic segmentation have achieved remarkable performance [25,70,90,99,100].
The core idea is retrieving similar patches from a database of fully annotated images, and transferring the
labels from the annotated images to the query image. Thus, the query image is first matched against the
database images using holistic image representations. This is followed by matching superpixels from the query
and retrieved images, respectively. For modeling the semantic context and obtaining a spatially coherent
semantic label map, models based on MRFs and CRFs have been developed [57,64,80,81]. Non-parametric
methods divide the segmentation task into a few steps, including superpixel segmentation, feature descriptor
extraction, image-level matching, superpixel-level matching and graphical model based post-processing. Each
step requires careful design and the entire process is not amenable to joint optimization.
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4.1.2 Parametric Methods
Parametric methods for semantic segmentation have been largely dominated by FCN based models, due
to their impressive learning capacities. Parametric methods can be classified into two categories. In the
first category, regions that likely contain objects are proposed in the form of bounding boxes. The patch
within the bounding box is then fed to the segmentation net, which produces a segmentation mask for the
patch [17, 18, 36, 40, 41, 77]. In the second category, a complete segmentation mask for an input image is
generated at once by feeding the segmentation net with the whole image [79]. The segmentation mask from
the segmentation CNN is usually not sufficiently sharp, and region boundaries are not clearly localized, due
to the pooling layers in the CNNs. Such blurriness can be much alleviated by probabilistic graphical models
(e.g. MRFs and CRFs), which can effectively capture pixel interactions, and respect region boundaries. A
graphical model can be applied in a separate post-processing step [12]. Recently, it has been shown that a
graphical model can be plugged into a deep neural net, and joint optimization is feasible and effective [84,117].
The graphical model is solved by variational approximate algorithms, such as mean field algorithm, which
requires iterative message passing to reach convergence. This step can refine region boundaries at the cost
of extra computations. There are other approaches employing deep neural networks to label the superpixels
in an image using a mixture of pixel-level, region-level and global features [76].
4.1.3 Recurrent Neural Networks for Visual Recognition
There are attempts to approach visual recognition using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) based models.
In [10], a cascaded DNN consisting of alternating 2D Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) RNN layers and
convolutional layers achieve comparable results of semantic segmentation to state-of-the-art on Stanford
Background and SiftFlow datasets [99]. For object detection, spatially recurrent layers are used to generate
features that are not limited to the bounding box of object proposal [5]. The recently proposed ReNet
architecture has been shown to be a scalable alternative to CNN for the task of image recognition [105]. We
choose ReNet layers for computing the global context and performing long-range dependency propagation
due to its parallel computing scheme. There is a noticeable difference between our ReNet layer and the
recurrent layer in [5]. Our ReNet layer adopts sophisticated LSTM to propagate information while a basic
RNN implementation without memory units is used in [5].
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4.2 Spatially Recurrent Layer Group
We first introduce spatially recurrent layer, which is a novel component of our work. In a spatially recurrent
layer, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) with shared weights run along image columns. Following the
naming convention in work [105], we refer to a recurrent layer as a ReNet layer. Specifically, a ReNet layer
receives either an input image or an input feature map I of spatial size H ×W and divides it into a grid
of h × w patches of spatial size s × t where h = Hs and w = Wt . It runs two 1D RNNs with independent
weights in the vertical direction. One RNN runs in the forward direction while the other in the backward
direction. For specific RNN implementation, we choose LSTM units as described in [112] for its track record
of overcoming the difficulty of vanishing gradient. Other alternative RNN variants, such as Recurrent Gated
Unit [14], might be also suitable. 1D LSTM unit includes forget gate ft, input gate it, cell input C˜t, cell
memory Ct, output gate ot and hidden states ht. At each running step t, various gates allow an LSTM unit
to adaptively forget, memorize and expose its memory content Ct.
ft = σ(Wf [ht−1,xt] + bf )
it = σ(Wi[ht−1,xt]bi)
C˜t = σ(WC [ht−1,xt] + bC)
Ct = ft ?Ct−1 + it ? C˜t
ot = σ(Wo[ht−1,xt] + bo)
ht = ot ? tanh(Ct)
(4.1)
In ReNet layer, which takes a 2D image as input, the cell memory Cy,x and hidden state hy,x of an
LSTM unit are updated as the two RNNs move along a column of image patches in opposite directions.
(hFy,x,C
F
y,x) = LSTM
F (Iy,x,h
F
y−1,x,C
F
y−1,x) for y = 1, ..,H
(hBy,x,C
B
y,x) = LSTM
B(Iy,x,h
B
y+1,x,C
B
y+1,x) for y = H, ..., 1
(4.2)
The scanning of the two LSTM RNN in each column of image patches is independent of each other, and
can be easily parallelized to gain significant speedup. By concatenating the LSTM hidden states CFy,x and
CBy,x from both RNNs, each of which has d hidden units, we can obtain a composite feature map of size
h×w×2d . Each feature in the feature map has a receptive field comprised of all the patches within the same
column. Behind a ReNet layer, we append another ReNet layer with horizontal scanning directions, and
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provably the resulting concatenated hidden states have a receptive field spanning the entire input image. By
bundling two ReNet LSTM layers with orthogonal scanning directions, we can effectively obtain an output
feature map aggregated over the full spatial domain of the input image. We refer to such a combination of
two ReNet LSTM layers with orthogonal scanning directions as a recurrent layer group.
We can use recurrent layer groups to form a deep net by stacking its instances on top of each other.
The first recurrent layer group directly takes raw pixels as input while the output of the last recurrent layer
group can pass through a softmax layer to obtain a dense prediction. When the channel number of the
output feature map from the last recurrent layer is different from the number of semantic labels, we employ
an auxiliary 1× 1 convolutional layer, in which the number of kernels is identical to the number of semantic
labels. Thus it merely serves the purpose of aligning the channel number of output feature map with the
number of semantic labels through linear transformation. We refer to this setting as pure deep ReNet.
Alternatively, we can append a recurrent layer group at the end of an existing deep FCN. The existing
deep FCN can be pretrained for a related task on a huge amount of training data, such as VGG 16-layer
net [89] and GoogleNet [96] trained on ImageNet for image classification. They have achieved an impressive
performance for semantic segmentation. Appending a recurrent layer group to a deep FCN allows us to
leverage the provably effective feature representation from convolutional layers and exploit the long-range
dependence propagation capability within ReNet LSTM layer. We refer to this setting as hybrid net. Both
settings will be explored in our experiments.
4.3 Overview of Experiments
We first build up a pure deep ReNet, which is trained from scratch and is evaluated on small-scale Stanford
Background dataset. Our focus of evaluating a pure deep ReNet is not establishing new state-of-the-art
results on this small dataset. Instead, we aim to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ReNet LSTM
layer group. For completeness, we also compare with results from other competing methods. They are
obtained without the use of pretrained models, and results of the pure deep ReNet are comparable to them.
After confirming the capability of recurrent layer group, we conduct experiments in the setting of hybrid
net, where recurrent layer group is inserted after preceding convolutional layers of a pretrained baseline
FCN. We evaluate the hybrid net on medium-scale SiftFlow and large-scale PASCAL VOC 2012 (VOC12 )
datasets.
We implement our model on Caffe [50]. Both the training and testing stages are executed on a single
NVIDIA K40c GPU. In particular, the ReNet LSTM layer has been efficiently implemented on GPU and the
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Figure 4.1: A hybrid deep network with three recurrent layer groups.
vertical/horizontal scanning of all the columns/rows are synchronized and executed in parallel for improved
efficiency.
Training Stage. For training images, we require the minimal height and width to be Hmin and Wmin
pixels, respectively. Reflection padding is used to meet the requirement if an image is smaller than that. At
training stage, randomly cropped patches of size Hmin ×Wmin with random horizontal flipping are used in
mini-batches of size 10. On three datasets Stanford Background, VOC12 and SiftFlow, (Hmin,Wmin) is set
to (240, 320), (400, 500) and (256, 256), respectively.
Similar to conv layer, ReNet LSTM layer is differentiable. Therefore, a deep net consisting of both
conv layer and ReNet LSTM layer can be trained from end to end. We use pixelwise multinomial cross
entropy [72] with equal weights for all semantic labels as the loss function evaluated on the output semantic
label map. To learn the parameters in the hybrid network, we use mini-batches of size 10 and perform
stochastic gradient descent via back propagation.
Testing Stage. At testing stage, the deep net can take an image in its original resolution, as both conv
layer and ReNet LSTM layer can handle inputs of variable size. the net gives a dense prediction in the
original resolution of the test image.
4.4 Pure Deep ReNet
The evaluations of pure deep ReNets are conducted on Stanford Background dataset, which has 715 images
of outdoor scenes and 8 labels. We randomly and evenly divide the images into 5 sets, and report 5-fold
cross validation results.
We first configure a deep net mainly consisting of ReNet LSTM layers. The architecture of the deep net
is illustrated in Figure 4.1. and the detailed configurations are shown in Figure 4.2. It consists of 3 ReNet
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LSTM layer groups with an increasing number of neurons. The ReNet LSTM layers in the first group take
2× 2 patches while all the other ReNet LSTM layers take 1× 1 patches (i.e. pixels). The spatial resolution
is reduced by a factor of 4. A 1 × 1 conv layer of 8 conv kernels is placed after the recurrent layer groups.
It is merely for aligning the channel number of feature map with the number of semantic labels. Finally, an
upsampling layer restores the original spatial resolution via bilinear interpolation. It is easy to see neurons
in the last convolutional layer has a receptive field covering the entire input image.
(a) (b) (c)Input	image Prediction
Groundtruth
Figure 4.2: A hybrid network with three hybrid groups used on Stanford Background dataset. The first
64 channels in the feature maps of the layers renet1, H and renet3, H are visualized as grayscale images.
Notations: idn = identity function, renet1,H(V) = A ReNet LSTM layer with horizontal(vertical) scanning
direction.
4.4.1 Hierarchical Feature Representations
The pure deep ReNet is capable of learning hierarchical feature representations. In Figure 4.2, we visualize
the channels of feature maps from both an early ReNet layer, renet1,H, and a later ReNet layer, renet3,H.
Feature maps in the early layer have strong activations at small geometric details (e.g. windows and doors
of the buildings). Such details are less relevant to semantic region inference and they are smoothed out in
the later layer. This reveals cascaded ReNet layers are able to learn hierarchical feature represenations. It
starts to extract low-level features and gradually transforming them into high-level discriminative features
suitable for semantic region inference.
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4.4.2 Results
Our pure deep ReNet, which is comprised of three recurrent layer groups, achieves competitive results on
Stanford Background dataset, as shown in Table 4.1. This confirms the effectiveness of ReNet LSTM layer
for semantic segmentation. We compare pure deep ReNet with other methods from three categories. First,
ReNet can achieve better performance than all nonparametric methods [25, 90, 99] mainly due to its strong
capacity in learning discriminative feature representations. Second, among those methods combining convo-
lutional layers and other various techniques (e.g. CRF-based post-processing, explicit context propagation
and multi-scale features), ReNet outperforms the methods in [28,56,79]. Recursive context propagation [87]
achieves slightly higher labeling accuracy by employing multiple CNNs with tied weights to extract local
features at multiple scales, while the pure deep ReNet only uses features at a single scale. It relies on su-
perpixels to reduce the computational cost during context propagation. However, superpixel segmentation
turns out to be its computational bottleneck, accounting for 0.3 second out of a total of 0.37 second. The
zoom-out method in [76] achieves the highest pixel accuracy by combining both hand-crafted and CNN-
based superpixel features. It ourperforms the pure deep ReNet. Although the computational cost is not
reported in [76], this method is likely to be computationally expensive as it involves superpixel segmentation,
various feature extraction (e.g. global, distance, proximal and local features) and a multi-layer perceptron.
Third, compared with the accuracy of another method leveraging 2D LSTM layers [10], the pixel and class
accuracy of ReNet is 1.5% and 1.4% higher, respectively. Overall, the ReNet ourperforms all competing
methods except those in [76, 87] and it proves to be a competitive model with substantially distinct net
arthitecture.
Execution Efficiency. Pure deep ReNet is significantly faster than all the competing methods. The
nonparametric methods involves a sequence of processing steps, which are not amenable to GPU acceleration.
Thus their CPU implementations are at least 57× slower than ReNet. For those methods based on conv
nets [28,76,79], the approach in [87] reports the fastest GPU implementation. However, it is still more than
5× slower than ReNet. The 2D LSTM layer in [10] follows the sequential scan-line order and cannot be
easily accelerated on GPU. In contrast, the ReNet LSTM layer in our hybrid net parallelizes LSTM running
steps in different columns and rows, and thus is more computationally efficient on the modern GPU. ReNet
runs more than 18× faster than the 2D LSTM net.
Network Architecture Design. Given the definition of the recurrent layer group, we can stack a varying
number of groups to form a deep net. The number of hidden units in each ReNet LSTM layer can be tweaked
as well. We investigate the impact of the net depth and the number of hidden units on the labeling accuracy.
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Method Accuracy(%) Time (sec.)
Nonparametric parsing [90] 74.1, 62.2 20 (CPU)
Superparsing [99] 77.5, N/A 4.0 (CPU)
Nonparametric parsing II [25] 75.3, 66.5 16.6 (CPU)
Single-scale ConvNet [28] 66.0,56.5 0.35 (CPU)
Multi-scale ConvNet [28] 78.8,72.4 0.6 (CPU)
Recurrent CNN [79] 76.2,67.2 1.1 (CPU)
Multi-CNN + rCPN Fast [87] 80.9,78.8 0.37(GPU)
Augmented CNN [56] 76.4, 68.5 N/A
Zoom-out [76] 82.1,77.3 N/A
Deep 2D LSTM [10] 78.6,68.8 1.3 (CPU)
Pure Deep ReNet 80.1,70.2 0.07 (GPU)
Table 4.1: Pixel/class accuracy and testing time cost of ReNet and other state-of-the-art approaches. To
make the comparison as fair as possible, the results of Multiscale ConvNet [28] are from the variant with-
out using the sophisticated gPb hierarchical segmentation [2]. The performance of Recurrent CNN [79] is
obtained from two instances.
As shown in Figure 4.3, in general the label accuracy is improved as we stack more recurrent layer groups
and use more hidden units in the ReNet LSTM layers. However, further improvements become insignificant
after we stack 3 layer groups and use on average 293 hidden units in each ReNet LSTM layer.
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Figure 4.3: Pixel/class accuracy Vs. the mean number of hidden units in ReNet LSTM layers.
4.5 Hybrid Net
Given the evidence from the last section that ReNet layer group alone is effective to infer semantic regions,
we are interested in answering a more ambitious question. Can we improve the feature representations of
FCNs by adding ReNet layer group? To answer it, we build a hybrid net consisting of convolutional, pooling
and spatially recurrent layers, and evaluate it on the PASCAL VOC 2012 (VOC12) dataset [27]. We use
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the augmented dataset from [39], and there are 10, 582, 1, 449 and 1, 456 images for training, validation and
testing. We adopt comp6 evaluation protocol and mean Intersection over Union (IoU) metric [27].
We also consider the setting that uses extra annotations from Microsoft COCO dataset [67]. This dataset
has 123, 287 images with 80 semantic labels. We are only interested in the 20 semantic labels present in the
VOC12 dataset. In total, there are 96, 685 images where those 20 semantic labels appear and more than 900
pixels are annotated by these labels in the image. As extra training data, we combine them with VOC12
training/validation for training. As segmentation masks from COCO dataset are coarser than those from
VOC12, we find finetuning on VOC12 training/validation is necessary. The evaluation is done on VOC12
test set.
4.5.1 Baseline FCN Architecture
The VGG 16-layer net has been pretrained on the large-scale ImageNet dataset [89], and it is commonly
adapted for various related tasks. We adapt it to build up a baseline FCN. The baseline architecture is
shown in Table 4.2. Specifically, we reuse the first 10 layers of VGG 16-layer, which mainly include 5 groups
of conv layers (conv1 -conv5 ) and 5 max-pooling layers (pool1 -pool5 ). Each max-pooling layer uses a pooling
kernel of stride 2 and thus reduces the feature map resolution by half. Overall, the feature map resolution is
reduced by a factor of 32. While aggressively reducing feature map resolution can save computational cost
without compromising the image classification accuracy, we prefer high-resolution feature maps for semantic
segmentation. Intermediate feature maps of high spatial resolution are shown to be crucial for obtaining a
semantic label map with fine region boundaries [72]. Therefore, we reduce the stride of pooling kernels in the
last 2 max-pooling layers pool4 and pool5 from 2 to 1. This change makes feature map resolution preserved
within them. As a result, the overall resolution is merely reduced by a factor of 8. Because of the change
of pooling kernel stride in max-pooling layer pool4, we need to dilate the conv filters in layer conv5 by a
factor of 2 [111] so as to reuse the parameters in the pretrained model. This is also known as hole algorithm
in [12], which keeps the filters unchanged by using a stride of 2 on the input feature maps.
We further append 3 conv layers (conv6, conv7 and conv8 ) after the last max-pooling layer pool5. They
play similar roles as the three fully-connected layers in VGG 16-layer net. To increase the size of network
receptive field, we dilate the conv kernels in layer conv6 to have a stride of 12 in the feature map during
convolution [111]. This leads to a receptive field of theoretical size 604 × 604 with padding. Enlarging
receptive field size by dilating conv kernels is shown to be a computationally efficient way to enlarge the
theoretical receptive field size [12]. We restore the original image resolution by upsampling the feature map
from layer conv8 using bilinear interpolation. The upsampled feature map passes through a softmax layer to
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give a final prediction. Our baseline is akin to the net DeepLab-LargeFOV used in [12] but achieves better
accuracy on validation set (63.4% Vs 62.3%).
Baseline
layer conv1 pool1 conv2 pool2 conv3 pool3 conv4 pool4 conv5 pool5 conv6 conv7 conv8 upsample
type conv×2 max conv×2 max conv×3 max conv×3 max conv×3 max conv conv conv upsample
config 3,1,1 2,2 3,1,1 2,2 3,1,1 2,2 3,1,1 3,1 3,1,2 3,1 3,1,12 3,1,1 1,1,1 8x
channels 64 64 128 128 256 256 512 512 512 512 1024 1024 21 21
activation ReLu idn ReLu idn ReLu idn ReLu idn ReLu idn ReLu ReLu idx SMAX
Table 4.2: The architecture of baseline FCN. For layer type, conv, max, ReNet and upsample denote conv
layer, max-pooling layer, ReNet LSTM layer, and upsampling layer, respectively. For layer configuration,
(kernel size, stride, dilation) is shown for conv layer and (kernel size, stride) for max-pooling layer .
(patch size) and (upsampling factor) are shown for ReNet LSTM layer and bilinear upsampling layer,
respectively.
hybrid net
layer ID baseline conv1-conv7 renet1 conv8 upsample
type - ReNet×2 conv upsample
config - 1 1,1,1 8×
channels - 240 21 21
activation - idn idn SMAX
Table 4.3: The architecture of a hybrid net with one hybrid group.
4.5.2 Hybrid Net Architecture
Our hybrid net can be built up by inserting recurrent layer group into the baseline net. An example of a
hybrid net is shown in Table 4.3. We insert one ReNet LSTM layer group renet1, which includes two ReNet
LSTM layers with orthogonal scanning directions, between layers conv7 and conv8 to obtain a hybrid net.
The LSTMs run along image columns/rows pixel by pixel, preserve the spatial resolution and generate global
contextual feature with respect to pixel locations. In the hybrid net, the input to the last conv layer conv8
is from a ReNet layer group while it is from preceding conv layer conv7 in the baseline. This provides an
ideal testbed for us to verify the effectiveness of the proposed ReNet LSTM layer.
Multi-layer feature combination. Deep CNN is shown to be capable of learning hierarchical feature
representation. Low-level features, such as blob and corner, are learnt in lower layers while high-level
features, such as face and vehicle wheel, are present in high layers [114]. Intermediate feature representations
are learnt in between as well. Combining features from multiple layers has been shown to be effective for
making the feature more discriminative for semantic segmentation and object detection [5,41]. Therefore, we
concatenate feature maps from layers pool4,pool5 and conv7 along the channel dimension (Figure 4.4). As
feature magnitude at each layer is significantly different from each other, we find that a form of normalization
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Figure 4.4: Multi-layer feature concatenation. Feature map from each layer is L2-normalized before before
concatenation.
to individual feature map before concatenation is necessary to ensure the concatenated feature map is not
dominated by those from just one or few layers. We experiment with both L2 normalization and batch
normalization [48]. Assume the size of feature map is Nf ×Cf ×Hf ×Wf where Nf , Cf , Hf and Wf denote
minibatch size, channel number, height and width, respectively. For L2 normalization, we normalize the
each sample of size Cf × Hf ×Wf to have unit L2 norm and afterwards uniformly scale it by a constant
λ chosen by a grid search from {100, 1000, 10000} on a held-out set. For batch normalization, we collect a
number of Nf ×Hf ×Wf samples and normalize them to have zero mean and unit variance.
4.5.3 Experimental Setting
Training details. To prepare network training, we collect training images with reflection padding to make
their size to be at least H ×W . By default, (H,W ) is set to (400, 500) if not explicitly specified. In both
baseline net and hybrid net, the parameters from layer conv1 to layer conv5 are initialized from VGG 16-
layer pretrained model. Parameters in other conv layers are initialized using Gaussian distributions (zero
mean, standard deviation = 0.1). Parameters in ReNet LSTM layers are randomly initialized using a uniform
distribution over [−0.2, 0.2].
For the baseline network, we find 12, 000 training iterations are sufficient. No improvement is observed
with more training iterations on validation set. The initial base learning rate is set to 0.001 and is decreased
by a factor of 10 for every 3, 000 iterations.
For the hybrid network without multi-layer feature combination, we train for 30, 000 iterations in total.
The initial base learning rate is set to 0.001 and is decreased by a factor of 10 for every 15, 000 iterations.
For the hybrid network with multi-layer feature combination, as there are more parameters in the ReNet
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layer, we increase the training iterations to 40, 000 and the initial base learning rate 0.001 is decreased by a
factor of 10 for every 20, 000 iterations.
For both baseline and hybrid networks, the effective learning rate for those layers initialized from pre-
trained VGG 16-layer net is set to be identical to the base learning rate while it is 10× larger for newly added
layers as their parameters are randomly initialized. We empirically observe that a full-pass back propagation
is not necessary. Skipping layers conv1 and conv2 during back propagation has negligible impact on the
final accuracy but can speed up the network training. Therefore, parameters in layers conv1 and conv2 are
fixed after being initialized from pretrained VGG 16-layer net.
In the setting with extra training data from Microsoft COCO, we first pretrain the hybrid net using
a combination of training/validation data from both VOC12 and Microsoft COCO for a total of 120, 000
iterations. The initial learning rate 0.01 is decreased by a factor of 10 for every 50, 000 iterations. Then it
is fine-tuned using VOC12 training/validation data for another 30, 000 iterations. Then the net is evaluated
on test set. The initial learning rate 0.01 is decreased by a factor of 10 for every 15, 000 iterations.
4.5.4 Results on PASCAL VOC 12
We compare baseline and hybrid net variants on validation set in Table 4.4. The baseline achieves a mean
IoU 63.4% in row (a). By appending one recurrent layer group after layer conv7 with the rest of baseline
unchanged, we obtain a hybrid net in row (b). It obtains a substantial improvement of 6.6% (70.0% Vs.
63.4%). The improvement is completely attributed to the insertion of one recurrent layer group, which uses
two ReNet layers with orthogonal scanning directions to generate global contextual features. In addition,
we observe that by normalizing the input to the recurrent layer group to have zero mean and unit variance,
which is known as batch normalization [48], we can further improve the mean IoU by 0.4% (70.4% Vs
70.0%) in row (c). This demonstrates regularization effectiveness of batch normalization is applied to not
only fully-connected and conv layer training, but also ReNet layer training. When we concatenate batch-
normalized feature maps from layers pool4, pool5 and conv7 to feed into recurrent layer group renet1, we can
further improve the results by 0.7% (71.1 Vs 70.4%). This demonstrates feature maps from various layers
are complementary to each other as they represent features extracted at different levels.
Improved recognition and boundary localization. In Figure 4.5, we qualitatively compare hybrid net
with baseline. In the first example, hybrid net makes a more coherent prediction than baseline. In the second
example, hybrid net can recognize the chair while baseline mistakenly identifies it as sofa. In both examples,
correctly recognizing and cutting out the object requires the model to exploit global context. Hybrid net
achieves this by employing ReNet LSTM layers to explicitly propagate information horizontally and vertically
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Variant BN MLFB DenseCRF IoU(%)
(a) baseline 63.4
(b) hybrid net 70.0
(c) hybrid net X 70.4
(d) hybrid net X X 71.1
(e) baseline X 67.5
(f) hybrid net X X 71.9
(g) hybrid net X X X 72.6
Table 4.4: Comparisons between baseline and hybrid net variants on VOC12 validation set. Notations. BN
= Batch Normalization. MLFB = Multi-Layer Feature Combination.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.5: Comparisons between baseline and hybrid net on validation set. (a): Input (b): Baseline (c):
Hybrid net (d): Groundtruth.
across the entire image. In contrast, baseline has to rely on cascaded conv layers to progressively increase
the receptive field size. Although the theoretical size of receptive field can span a large portion of the input
image, in practice it is observed to be much smaller [118]. Therefore, whether stacking conv layers can
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ReNet Layer Input IoU(%)
pool4 59.2
pool5 68.3
conv7 70.4
Table 4.5: Comparisons of hybrid nets, where the ReNet LSTM group takes feature map from a different
layer. All the hybrid nets have one recurrent layer group and batch normalization is applied to its input.
conv7 pool5 pool4 IoU(%)
X 70.4
X X 70.9
X X X 71.1
Table 4.6: Comparisons of multi-level feature combination.
effectively exploit large context in the image is still a question. Despite the fact resolution of intermediate
feature maps is reduced by a factor of up to 8 in both baseline and hybrid net, hybrid net can enhance the
boundary localization, as shown in the last two examples. This is also attributed to the use of recurrent
layer group.
Multi-level feature combination. Before performing multi-level feature combination, we need to choose
a set of layers, whose output feature maps are concatenated. To get a better understanding on how dis-
criminative the individual feature from each layer is, we build a hybrid net, where the recurrent layer group
takes a single feature map solely from the layer under investigation. We choose a candidate set of layers
{pool4, pool5, conv7} for investigation. To investigate the feature map from layer pool4, we take layers from
conv1 to pool4 and append layers renet1, conv8 and upsample to obtain a hybrid net. Similarly, for the fea-
ture map from layer pool5, we take layers from conv1 to pool5 and append layers renet1,conv8 and upsample
to obtain another hybrid net. Last, for feature map from layer conv7, we construct a hybrid net identical to
the one in Table 4.3. As shown in Table 4.5, the feature map from higher layer gives rise to better results
than that from lower layers, as higher layer generally extract high-level feature more relevant to semantic
segmentation. However, we are more interested whether features from different layers are complementary
to each other, and whether the concatenation of them can result in improved results. In Table 4.6, as we
gradually add more feature maps from lower layers pool5 and pool4 into concatenation, the accuracy is
improved by 0.7% (71.1% Vs 70.4%). However, we observe the improvement diminishes as feature maps
from other lower layers participate in the feature concatenation.
Training image size. We experiment with training images of different minimal sizes (H,W ) ∈ {(256, 320),
(320, 400), (400, 500)}, and report the results in Table 4.7. We find baseline FCN is not sensitive to the
minimal size. A plausible explanation is that effective receptive field size for FCN is no larger than the
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Network (256,320) (320,400) (400,500)
baseline 63.6 63.4 63.4
hybrid 67.3 69.3 71.1
Table 4.7: Comparisons of IoU on validation set obtained using training images of varying sizes. The hybrid
net has one recurrent layer group. Both batch normalization and multi-level feature combination are enabled.
smallest option (256, 320), and enlarging the training cropping does not assist the net in learning improved
feature representation. On the other side, hybrid net can benefit from training croppings of increasing size. A
hybrid net trained with samples of size (400, 500) outperforms the other one using samples of size (256, 320)
by 3.8% (71.1% Vs. 67.3%). This is understandable as LSTM runs along image rows/columns and larger
training samples provide a longer sequence of image patches for LSTM to learn how to incorporate local
features into the memory cells and propagate them over long distance.
Incorporating conditional random field. While hybrid net can localize boundaries more accurately than
baseline, we are interested in whether Conditional Random Field (CRF) based post processing can further
improve the results. In paper [58], an iterative algorithm based on mean-field approximation is proposed
for efficient inference in fully-connected CRF. The Gibbs energy consists of unary and pairwise potential.
The unary potential φu(yi) is defined as negative log-probability predicted by the hybrid net. The pairwise
potential φpyi, yj exploits both a spatial kernel ks and a bilateral kernel k
b.
E(y) =
∑
i
φu(yi) +
∑
i<j
φp(yi, yj)
φp(yi, yj) = u(yi, yj)(w
sks(pi, pj) + w
bkb(pi, Ii, pj , Ij))
ks(pi, pj) = exp(−‖pi − pj‖
2
2θ2α
)
kb(pi, Ii, pj , Ij) = exp(−‖pi − pj‖
2
2θ2β
− ‖Ii − Ij‖
2
2θ2γ
)
(4.3)
u(yi, yj) is label compatibility function. We use the simplest form as in Potts model and define it as
u(yi, yj) = [yi 6= yj ] where [.] is Iverson bracket. Spatial kernel ks accounts for positional difference ‖pi−pj‖2
while bilateral kernel uses both positional difference and color difference ‖Ii − Ij‖2. Effectively, differently
labeled pixels with similar positional and color feature get a large penalty. We implement the mean-field
inference DenseCRF on GPU to refine our semantic label map. Hyperparameters ws, wb, θα, θβ and θγ are
chosen to be 5, 3, 3, 80 and 3, validated on a held-out set. As shown in the bottom of Table 4.2, DenseCRF
can improve the results of both baseline and hybrid net. It improves baseline by 4.1% (67.5% Vs. 63.4%) and
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hybrid net by 1.5% (72.6% Vs. 71.1%). There are two main reasons to explain this. First, the resolution of
intermediate feature map has been reduced by a factor of up to 8× due to GPU memory and computational
efficiency consideration. We need to upsample it back into the original resolution before making a prediction,
which is inherently blurring. CRF can model the pixel-level interaction and refine the boundary localization.
Second, DenseCRF uses a fully-connected CRF and it directly models the interactions between every pair
of pixels. It can refine the boundary localization with global dependence and context in mind. For these
reasons, hybrid net can benefit from the use of CRF-based post processing. A few examples of results
obtained from hybrid net can be seen in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Segmentation examples of hybrid net on VOC12 validation set. From left to right, there are
input images, hybrid net segmentation without DenseCRF, hybrid net segmentation with DenseCRF and
groundtruth.
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4.5.5 Comparisons With Other Approaches
Quantitative comparisons. In Table 4.8, we compare the mean IoU between hybrid net and other
approaches on test set. A CNN-based method MSRA-CFM [18], which relies on low-level segment proposals,
achieves mean IoU 61.8%. In contrast, hybrid net makes a dense prediction directly from raw pixels and
substantially outperforms it (74.3% Vs. 61.8%).
The FCN-8s net in [72] is akin to our baseline but they also use skip connections from lower layers to
generate extra predictions. They exploit features from various layers by combining predictions generated
from different skip connections. In contrast, we first concatenate features from different layers and use them
to generate a single prediction. Hybrid net outperforms FCN by 12.1% (74.3% Vs. 62.2%).
The Zoomed-out work [76] extracts both hand-crafted and CNN-based features in the global, distant,
proximal and local contexts. Those features are concatenated to fed into a MLP network to give superpixel-
wise predictions, which are then merged into a complete semantic map. Hybrid net does not reply on
superpixel prior and performs end-to-end learning. It outperforms Zoomed-out by 5.6%(74.3% Vs. 69.6%).
In the work of DeepLab-CRF-LargeFOV [12], they use a deep net akin to our baseline. Further, they
add a separate fully-connected CRF to post process the results. The CRF as RNN [117] work appends
recurrent layers of mean-field solver after FCN-8s net and performs end-to-end training for all the layers.
Similarly, despite the differences in the design of energy function, approaches in both Piecewise [65] and
Deep Parsing [71] incorporate graphical models into conv nets and perform end-to-end training. Hybrid
net alone outperforms all the approaches above except DeepParsing. After we integrate DenseCRF into
hybrid net, it slightly improves the results of DeepParsing by 0.2% (74.3% Vs. 74.1%) and establishes
new state-of-the-art results. Note our hybrid net can also incorporate the extra layers introduced in both
CRFasRNN and DeepParsing work , which emulate mean-field iterations and can be optimized jointly with
preceding layers. We expect this can lead to improved results compared with our current results obtained
from a separate fully-connected CRF post processing.
When extra MS COCO training data is used to pretrain the hybrid net, which is further finetuned
on VOC12 training/validation set, hybrid net with DenseCRF recurrent layers slightly outperforms the
best-performing approach DeepParsing (77.6% Vs. 77.5%).
Qualitative comparisons. In Figure 4.7, we qualitatively compare with two leading approaches, CR-
FasRNN [117] and DeepParsing [71], both incorporate graphical model into their pipeline with end-to-end
training. In general, hybrid net can recognize regions in a more coherent way than competing methods.
Hybrid net achieves this mainly because it explicitly propagates contextual dependence across the entire
image and improves the feature representation. For example, in the first example, parts of airplane in light
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(a) Per-class results on VOC12 test set
Method aero bike bird boat bottlebus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv IoU(%)
MSRA-CFM 75.7 26.7 69.5 48.8 65.6 81.0 69.2 73.3 30.0 68.7 51.5 69.1 68.1 71.7 67.5 50.4 66.5 44.4 58.9 53.5 61.8
FCN-8s 76.8 34.2 68.9 49.4 60.3 75.3 74.7 77.6 21.4 62.5 46.8 71.8 63.9 76.5 73.9 45.2 72.4 37.4 70.9 55.1 62.2
Zoomed-out 85.6 37.3 83.2 62.5 66.0 85.1 80.7 84.9 27.2 73.2 57.5 78.1 79.2 81.1 77.1 53.6 74.0 49.2 71.7 63.3 69.6
DeepLab-CRF-
LargeFOV
83.5 36.6 82.5 62.3 66.5 85.4 78.5 83.7 30.4 72.9 60.4 78.5 75.5
79.7 58.2 82.0 48.8 73.7 63.3 70.3
DeconvNet+CRF [77] 87.8 41.9 80.6 63.9 67.3 88.1 78.4 81.3 25.9 73.7 61.2 72.0 77.0 79.9 78.7 59.5 78.3 55.0 75.2 61.5 70.5
CRFasRNN 87.5 39.0 79.7 64.2 68.3 87.6 80.8 84.4 30.4 78.2 60.4 80.5 77.8 83.1 80.6 59.5 82.8 47.8 78.3 67.1 72.0
Piecewise 87.5 37.7 75.8 57.4 72.3 88.4 82.6 80.0 33.4 71.5 55.0 79.3 78.4 81.3 82.7 56.1 79.8 48.6 77.1 66.3 70.7
DeepParsing 87.7 59.4 78.4 64.9 70.3 89.3 83.5 86.1 31.7 79.9 62.6 81.9 80.0 83.5 82.3 60.5 83.2 53.4 77.9 65.0 74.1
Hybrid 87.6 39.3 81.2 62.4 66.5 90.2 84.1 89.8 31.8 75.4 61.4 82.6 80.3 85.1 82.5 58.6 81.8 54.6 77.6 65.0 72.7
Hybrid+DenseCRF 88.7 41.9 82.1 64.1 68.9 90.6 86.1 90.9 36.3 77.1 64.3 84.9 83.2 86.9 84.9 63.1 85.7 55.8 80.4 68.1 74.3
(b) Per-class results on VOC12 test set with the extra MS COCO training data
WSSL [78] 88.5 35.9 88.5 62.3 68.0 87.0 81.0 86.8 32.2 80.8 60.4 81.1 81.1 83.5 81.7 55.1 84.6 57.2 75.7 67.2 73.0
BoxSup [17] 89.8 38.0 89.2 68.9 68.0 89.6 83.0 87.7 34.4 83.6 67.1 81.5 83.7 85.2 83.5 58.6 84.9 55.8 81.2 70.7 75.2
CRF as RNN 90.4 55.3 88.7 68.4 69.8 88.3 82.4 85.1 32.6 78.5 64.4 79.6 81.9 86.4 81.8 58.6 82.4 53.5 77.4 70.1 74.7
DeepParsing 89.0 61.6 87.7 66.8 74.7 91.2 84.3 87.6 36.5 86.3 66.1 84.4 87.8 85.6 85.4 63.6 87.3 61.3 79.4 66.4 77.5
Hybrid 90.1 42.3 85.3 67.2 69.6 92.4 85.9 90.9 35.3 79.9 64.7 84.1 84.4 87.2 84.6 60.1 84.3 57.3 80.0 69.5 76.1
Hybrid+DenseCRF 91.1 57.9 86.1 67.2 71.1 94.9 87.1 90.9 37.7 82.0 66.8 87.8 86.6 89.8 87.7 64.8 87.2 57.8 83.4 70.6 77.6
Table 4.8: Comparisons of labeling IoU on PASCAL VOC 12 test set.
color are visually similar to the background wall in the bottom. DeepParsing method mistakenly labels
the background wall as airplane while CRFasRNN method conservatively classifies that airplane part as
background. In contrast, hybrid net can recognize a more complete airplane due to large effective receptive
field.
Segmentation Efficiency. In Table 4.9, we compare execution time between hybrid net and other methods.
DeepLab-LargeFOV is the fastest among all the methods but underperforms hybrid net by 8.8% (62.3% Vs.
71.1%). Its net architecture is similar to our baseline FCN. DeepParsing net executes as fast as hybrid
net, but underperforms hybrid net by 3.3% (67.8% Vs. 71.1%). Finally, Piecewise Training [65] net is the
best-performing competing approach. Its mean IoU is merely 0.6% lower than that of hybrid net but its
CPU implementation executes 15× slower. Comparing hybrid net with baseline FCN, the addition of one
recurrent layer group increases the execution time merely by 0.03 second (0.24 Vs 0.21). When incorporating
DenseCRF recurrent layers of iterative mean-field solver, hybrid net further improves accuracy at a cost of
about 2× execution time. Therefore, incorporating DenseCRF into the hybrid net represents a trade-off
between segmentation accuracy and execution efficiency.
4.5.6 Results on SiftFlow Dataset
We also evaluate the hybrid net on the SiftFlow dataset [99] as well. It has 2, 488 and 200 images of size
256× 256 for training and testing, respectively. There are 33 semantic labels. The geometric labels are not
1The FCN and mean field inference are implemented on GPU and CPU, respectively.
2In [71], the authors only report the time cost of the last 4 layers in their Deep Parsing Network (DPN) 15-layer net, which
is 0.075 seconds. By building up a net, which has the exactly same 11 layers as in the DPN net, we estimate the time cost of
first 11 layers to be 0.22 seconds. Thus, the overall time cost is 0.295 seconds.
3Time cost is measured on an image of size 375× 500, which is the typical size in VOC 12 dataset.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.7: Comparisons with other approaches on VOC 12 validation set. (a): Input (b): CRFasRNN [117]
(c): DeepParsing [71] (d): Hybrid net w/ DenseCRF (e): Groundtruth.
used for training. We develop a hybrid net with the similar architecture as in Table 4.2(b), except that the
input image is of size 256 × 256. All the semantic labels are equally weighted in the loss function. The
results are summarized in Table 4.10. The hybrid net outperforms all the competing methods but FCN-16S
net [72]. FCN-16S net performs better than the hybrid net, possibly due to the use of multi-scale features.
Nevertheless, the hybrid net executes at least 10× faster than other methods.
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Method Time (sec.) IoU(%)
DeepLab-LargeFOV 0.21 (GPU) 62.3
DeepLab-CRF-LargeFOV 2.13(GPU+CPU)1 67.6
Piecewise 1.50(CPU) 70.3
CRFasRNN 0.70(GPU) 69.6
DeepParsing 0.30(GPU)2 67.8
baseline FCN 0.21(GPU) 63.4
hybrid net 0.24(GPU) 3 71.1
hybrid net + DenseCRF (2 iter-
ations)
0.46(GPU) 72.6
Table 4.9: Comparison of testing time cost and labeling accuracy on VOC12 validation set between our
hybrid net and other approaches. Timing results in other major approaches [72, 76, 77] are not reported in
their papers.
Method Accuracy(%) Time (sec.)
Tighe et al. [100] 1 75.6, 41.1 90.6(CPU)
Tighe et al. [100] 2 78.6, 39.2 90.6(CPU)
Farabet et al. [29] 1 72.3, 50.8 N/A
Farabet et al. [29] 2 78.5, 29.6 N/A
FCN-16s [72] 85.2, 51.7 N/A
PN-RCPN [86] 80.9, 39.1 0.4(GPU)
Shuai et al. [88] 80.1, 39.7 N/A
Hybrid net 82.1, 45.8 0.16(GPU)
Table 4.10: Comparison of pixel/class accuracy on the SiftFlow dataset.
4.6 Conclusions
In this work, we have introduced a novel hybrid deep neural network which combines convolutional layers and
recurrent LSTM layers. It has been shown to outperform FCNs in recognizing regions and localizing region
boundaries. In particular, it leverages spatially recurrent layers to directly propagate contextual dependence
and obtains feature representation aware of global context. The computations in recurrent layers are highly
efficient due to the parallelized RNN executions and a GPU implementation.
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Chapter 5
Automatic Photo Adjustment Using
Multi-Layer Perceptron Networks
With the prevalence of digital imaging devices and social networking, sharing photos through social media
has become quite popular. A common practice in this type of photo sharing is artistic enhancement of photos
by various Apps such as Instagram. In general, such photo enhancement is artistic because it not only tries
to correct photographic defects (under/over exposure, poor contrast, etc.) but also aims to invoke dramatic
visual impressions by stylistic or even exaggerated color and tone adjustments. Traditionally, high-quality
enhancement is usually hand-crafted by a well-trained artist through extensive labor.
In this work1, we study the problem of learning artistic photo enhancement styles from image exemplars.
Specifically, given a set of image pairs, each representing a photo before and after pixel-level tone and color
enhancement following a particular style, we wish to learn a computational model so that for a novel input
photo we can apply the learned model to automatically enhance the photo following the same style.
Learning a high-quality artistic photo enhancement style is challenging for several reasons. First, photo
adjustment is often a highly empirical and perceptual process that relates the pixel colors in an enhanced
image to the information embedded in the original image in a complicated manner. Learning an enhance-
ment style needs to extract an accurate quantitative relationship underlying this process. This quantitative
relationship is likely to be complex and highly nonlinear especially when the enhancement style requires
spatially varying local adjustments. It is nontrivial to learn a computational model capable of representing
such a complicated relationship accurately, and large-scale training data is likely to be necessary. Therefore,
we seek a learning model scalable with respect to both the feature dimension and data size and efficiently
computable with high-dimensional, large-scale data.
Second, an artistic enhancement is typically semantics-aware. An artist does not see individual pixels;
instead he/she sees semantically meaningful objects (humans, cars, animals, etc.) and determines the type
of adjustments to improve the appearance of the objects. For example, it is likely that an artist pays more
attention to improve the appearance of a human figure than a region of sky in the same photo. We would
like to incorporate this semantics-awareness in our learning problem. One challenge is the representation of
1Work in this chapter has been published in [110].
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semantic information in learning so that the learned model can perform image adjustments according to the
specific content as human artists do.
We present an automatic photo enhancement method inspired by deep machine learning [110]. This
approach has recently accumulated impressive successes in domains such as computer vision and speech
analysis for which the semantics of the data plays a major role, e.g., [60,103]. This motivated us to explore
the use of this class of techniques in our context. To address the challenges mentioned above, we cast
exemplar-based photo adjustment as a regression problem, and use a deep neural network (DNN) with
multiple hidden layers to represent the highly nonlinear and spatially varying color mapping between input
and enhanced images. A DNN is a universal approximator that can represent arbitrarily complex continuous
functions [46]. It is also a compact model which is readily scalable with respect to high-dimensional, large-
scale data.
Feature design is a key issue that can significantly affect the effectiveness of DNN. To make sure the
learned color mapping responds to complex color and semantic information, we design informative yet
discriminative feature descriptors that serve as the input to the DNN. For each input image pixel, its feature
descriptor consists of three components, which reflect respectively the statistical or semantic information at
the pixel, contextual, and global levels. The global feature descriptor is based on global image statistics,
whereas the context feature descriptor is based on semantic information extracted from a large neighborhood
around the pixel. Understanding image semantics has been made possible with recent advances in scene
understanding and object detection. We use existing algorithms to annotate all input image pixels and the
semantics information from the annotated images are incorporated into a novel context feature descriptor.
Contributions. In summary, our proposed photo enhancement technique has the following contribu-
tions.
• It introduces the first automatic photo adjustment framework based on deep neural networks. A
variety of normal and artistic photo enhancement styles can be achieved by training a distinct model
for each enhancement style. The quality of our results is superior to that of existing methods.
• Our framework adopts informative yet discriminative image feature descriptors at the pixel, contextual
and global levels. Our context descriptor exploits semantic analysis over multiscale spatial pooling
regions. It has achieved improved performance over a single pooling region.
• Our method also includes an effective algorithm for choosing a representative subset of photos from a
large collection so that a photo enhancement model trained over the chosen subset can still produce
high-quality results on novel testing images.
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While a contribution of our work is the application of deep neural networks in a new context, we use
a standard learning procedure and do not claim any contribution in the design of the learning algorithm
itself. Similarly, while we propose a possible design for semantic context descriptor, and demonstrate its
effectiveness, a comprehensive exploration of the design space for such descriptors is beyond the scope of
this work.
5.1 Related Work
Traditional image enhancement rules are primarily determined empirically. There are many software tools
to perform fully automatic color correction and tone adjustment, such as Adobe Photoshop, Google Auto
Awesome, and Microsoft Office Picture Manager. In addition to these tools, there exists much research
on either interactive [1, 68] or automatic [3, 16] color and tone adjustment. Automatic methods typically
operate on the entire image in a global manner without taking image content into consideration. To address
this issue, Kaufman et al. [55] introduces an automatic method that first detects semantic content, including
faces, sky as well as shadowed salient regions, and then applies a sequence of empirically determined steps
for saturation, contrast as well as exposure adjustment. However, the limit of this approach is that output
style is hard-coded in the algorithm and cannot be easily tuned to achieve a desired style. In comparison and
as we shall see, our data-driven approach can easily be trained to produce a variety of styles. Further, these
techniques rely on a fixed pipeline that is inherently limited in its ability to achieve user-preferred artistic
enhancement effects, especially the exaggerated and dramatic ones. In practice, a fixed-pipeline technique
works well for a certain class of adjustments and only produces approximate results for effects outside this
class. For instance, Bae et al. [3] do well with tonal global transforms but do not model local edits, and
Kaufman et al. [55] perform well on a predetermined set of semantic categories but does not handle elements
outside this set. In comparison, a DNN is a universal approximator that is trained on a per-style basis,
which is key to the success of our approach.
Another line of research for photo adjustment is primarily data-driven. Learning based image enhance-
ment [9, 11, 52, 53] and image restoration [19] have shown promising results and therefore received much
attention. Kang et al. [53] found that image quality assessment is actually very much personalized, which re-
sults in an automatic method for learning individual preferences in global photo adjustment. Bychkovsky et
al. [9] introduces a method based on Gaussian processes for learning tone mappings according to global image
statistics. Since these methods were designed for global image adjustment, they do not consider local image
contexts and cannot produce spatially varying local enhancements. Wang et al. [106] proposes a method
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based on piecewise approximation for learning color mapping functions from exemplars. It does not consider
semantic or contextual information either. In addition, it is not fully automatic, and relies on interactive
soft segmentation. It is infeasible for this technique to automatically enhance a collection of images. In
comparison, this work proposes a scalable framework for learning user-defined complex enhancement effects
from exemplars. It explicitly performs generic image semantic analysis, and its image enhancement models
are trained using feature descriptors constructed from semantic analysis results.
Hwang et al. [47] proposes a context-aware local image enhancement technique. This technique first
searches for the most similar images and then the most similar pixels within them, and finally apply a
combination of the enhancement parameters at the most similar pixels to the considered pixel in the new
test image. With a sufficiently large image database, this method works well. But in practice, nearest-
neighbor search requires a fairly large training set that is challenging to create and slow to search, thereby
limiting the scalability of this approach. Another difference with our approach is that, to locate the most
similar pixels, this method uses low- and mid-level features (i.e., color and SIFT) whereas we also consider
high-level semantics. We shall see in the section 5.7 that these differences have a significant impact on the
adjustment quality in several cases.
5.2 A Deep Neural Network Model
Let us now discuss how we cast exemplar-based photo adjustment as a regression problem, and how we set
up a DNN to solve this regression problem. A photo enhancement style is represented by a set of exemplar
image pairs Λ = {Ik, Jk}mk=1, where Ik and Jk are respectively the images before and after enhancement.
Our premise is that there exists an intrinsic color mapping function F that maps each pixel’s color in Ik to
its corresponding pixel’s color in Jk for every k. Our goal is to train an approximate function F˜ using Λ so
that F˜ may be applied to new images to enhance the same style there. For a pixel pi in image Ik, the value
of F˜ is simply the color of image Jk at pixel pi, whereas the input of F˜ is more complex because F˜ depends
on not only the color of pi in I
k but also additional local and global information extracted from Ik, thus
we formulate F˜ as a parametric function F˜(Θ, xi), where Θ represents the parameters and xi represents the
feature vector at pi that encompasses the color of pi in I
k as well as additional local and global information.
With this formulation, training the function F˜ using Λ becomes computing the parameters Θ from training
data Λ through nonlinear regression.
High-frequency pixelwise color variations are difficult to model because they force us to choose a mapping
function which is sensitive to high-frequency details. Such a mapping function often leads to noisy results
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in relatively smooth regions. To tackle this problem we use a color basis vector V (ci) at pixel pi to rewrite
F˜ as F˜ = Φ(Θ, xi)V (ci), which expresses the mapped color, F˜ , as the result of applying the color transform
matrix Φ(Θ, xi) to the color basis vector V (ci). V (ci) is a vector function taking different forms when it
works with different types of color transforms. In this work we operate in the CIE Lab color space, and the
color at pi is ci = [Liaibi]
T and V (ci) = [Li ai bi 1]
T if we use 3x4 affine color transforms. If we use 3x10
quadratic color transforms, then V (ci) = [L
2
i a
2
i b
2
i Liai Libi aibi Li ai bi 1]. Since the per-pixel color basis
vector V (ci) varies at similar frequencies as pixel colors, it can absorb much high-frequency color variation.
By factorizing out the color variation associated with V (ci), we can let Φ(Θ, xi) focus on modeling the
spatially smooth but otherwise highly nonlinear part of F˜ .
We learn Φ(Θ, xi) by solving the following least squares minimization problem defined over all training
pixels sampled from Λ:
arg min
Φ∈H
n∑
i
‖ Φ(Θ, xi)V (ci)− yi ‖2, (5.1)
where H represents the function space of Φ(Θ, xi) and n is the total number of training pixels. In this work,
we represent Φ(Θ, xi) as a DNN with multiple hidden layers.
5.2.1 Neural Network Architecture and Training
Our neural network follows a standard architecture that we describe below for the sake of completeness.
Multi-layer deep neural networks have proven to be able to represent arbitrarily complex continuous
functions [46]. Each network is an acyclic graph, each node of which is a neuron. Neurons are organized in a
number of layers, including an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. The input layer
directly maps to the input feature vector, i.e. xi in our problem. The output layer maps to the elements
of the color transform, Φ(Θ, xν). Each neuron within a hidden layer or the output layer takes as input
the responses from all the neurons in the preceding layer. Each connection between a pair of neurons is
associated with a weight. Let us denote vlj as the output of the j-th neuron in the l-th layer. Then v
l
j is
expressed as follows:
vlj = g
(
wlj0 +
∑
k>0
wljkv
l−1
k
)
(5.2)
where wljk is the weight associated with the connection between the j-th neuron in the l-layer and the k-th
neuron in the (l− 1)-th layer, and g(z) is an activation function which is typically nonlinear. We choose the
rectified linear unit (ReLU) [60], g(z) = max(0, z), as the activation function in our networks. Compared with
other widely used activation functions, such as the hyperbolic tangent, g(z) = tanh(z) = 2/(1+e−2z)−1, or
the sigmoid, h(x) = (1+e−x)−1, ReLU has a few advantages, including inducing sparsity in the hidden units
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bias
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... Output Layer: Φ(Θ, Xi) 
Hidden Layer
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Input Layer
          L2i           a
2
i  1
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Cost layer
Quadratic basis: V(ci)
Figure 5.1: The architecture of our DNN. The neurons above the dash line indicate how we compute the
cost function in (5.3). Note that the weights for the connections between the blue neurons and the yellow
neurons are just the elements of the quadratic color basis, and the activation function in the yellow and
purple neurons is the identity function. During training, error backpropagation starts from the output layer,
as the connection weights above the dash line have already been fixed.
and accelerating the convergence of the training process. Note that there is no nonlinear activation function
for neurons in the output layer. The output of a neuron in the output layer is only a linear combination of
its inputs from the preceding layer. Figure 5.1 shows the overall architecture, which has two extra layers
(yellow and purple neurons) above the output layer for computing the product between the color transform
and the color basis vector. Given a neural network architecture for color mapping, H in (5.1) should be the
function space spanned by all neural networks with the same architecture but different weight parameters
Θ.
Once the network architecture has been fixed, given a training dataset, we use the classic error backprop-
agation algorithm to train the weights. In addition, we apply the Dropout training strategy [43, 60], which
has been shown very useful for improving the generalization capability. We set the output of each neuron
in the hidden layers to zero with probability 0.5. Those neurons that have been “dropped out” in this way
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La
b
Input image
Visualization of 3 x 10 coefficients of the quadratic color transform
Figure 5.2: (Left) Input image c©Flickr user Nuwandalice, and (Right) visualization of its per-pixel quadratic
color transforms, Φ(Θ, xi), each of which is a 3×10 matrix. Each image on the right visualizes one coefficient
in this matrix at all pixel locations. Coefficients are linearly mapped to [0,1] in each visualization image for
better contrast. This visualization illustrates two properties of the quadratic color transforms: 1) they are
spatially varying and 2) they are smooth with much high-frequency content suppressed.
do not contribute to the forward pass and do not participate in error backpropagation. Our experiments
show that adding Dropout during training typically reduces the relative prediction error on testing data by
2.1%, which actually makes a significant difference in the visual quality of the enhanced results. Figure 5.2
visualizes the per-pixel quadratic color transforms, Φ(Θ, xi), generated by a trained DNN for one example
image. We can see that the learned color mappings are smooth in most of the local regions.
5.3 Feature Descriptors
Our feature descriptor (xi) at a sample pixel pi serves as the input layer in the neural network. It has three
components, xi = (x
p
i , x
c
i , x
g
i ), where x
p
i represents pixelwise features, x
c
i represents contextual features
computed for a local region surrounding pi, and x
g
i represents global features computed for the entire image
where pi belongs. The details about these three components follow.
5.3.1 Pixelwise Features
Pixelwise features reflect high-resolution pixel-level image variations, and are indispensable for learning spa-
tially varying photo enhancement models. They are defined as xpi = (ci, pi), where ci represents the average
color in the CIELab color space within the 3x3 neighborhood, and pi = (xi, yi) denotes the normalized
sample position within the image.
5.3.2 Global Features
In photographic practice, global attributes and overall impressions, such as the average intensity of an image,
at least have partial influence on artists when they decide how to enhance an image. We therefore incorpo-
rate global image features in our feature representation. Specifically, we adopt six types of global features
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proposed in [9], including intensity distribution, scene brightness, equalization curves, detail-weighted equal-
ization curves, highlight clipping, and spatial distribution, which altogether give rise to a 207-dimensional
vector.
5.3.3 Contextual Features
Our contextual features try to characterize the distribution of semantic categories, such as sky, building, car,
person, and tree, in an image. Such features are extracted from semantic analysis results within a local region
surrounding the sample pixel. Typical image semantic analysis algorithms include scene parsing [70,99] and
object detection [30,104,107]. Scene parsing tries to label every pixel in an image with its semantic category.
Object detection on the other hand trains one highly specialized detector for every category of objects
(such as dogs). Scene parsing is good at labeling categories (such as grass, roads, and sky) that have no
characteristic shape but relatively consistent texture. These categories have a large scale, and typically
form the background of an image. Object detectors are better at locating categories (such as persons and
cars), which are better characterized by their overall shape than local appearance. These categories have a
smaller scale, and typically occupy the foreground of an image. Because these two types of techniques are
complementary to each other, we perform semantic analysis using a combination of scene parsing and object
detection algorithms. Figure 5.3 illustrates one fusion example of the scene parsing and detection results.
We use existing algorithms to automatically annotate all input image pixels and the semantics information
from the annotated images are gathered into a novel context feature descriptor. During pixel annotation, we
perform scene parsing using the state-of-the-art algorithm in [99]. The set of semantic categories, Sp, during
scene parsing include such object types as sky, road, river, field and grass. . After the scene parsing step,
we obtain a parsing map, denoted as Ip, each pixel of which receives one category label from Sp, indicating
that with a high probability, the corresponding pixel in the input image is covered by a semantic instance
in that category. We further apply the state-of-the-art object detector in [107] to detect the pixels covered
by a predefined set of foreground object types, Od, which include person, train, bus and building. After the
detection step, we obtain one confidence map for each predefined type. We fuse all confidence maps into one
by choosing, at every pixel, the object label that has the highest confidence value. This fused detection map
is denoted as Id. We further merge Id with Ip so that those pixel labels from Id with confidence larger
than a predefined threshold are used to overwrite the corresponding labels from Ip. Since scene parsing and
object detection results tend to be noisy, we rely on voting and automatic image segmentation to perform
label cleanup in the merged label map. Within each image segment, we reset the label at every pixel to the
one that appears most frequently in the segment. In our experiments, we adopt the image segmentation
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Figure 5.3: Pipeline for constructing our semantic label map. Starting with an input image, we first perform
scene parsing to obtain a parsing map, then we run object detectors to obtain a detection map for each
object category (i.e, car, person), finally we superpose the detection maps onto the parsing map to obtain
the final semantic label map (the rightmost image).
                
            
                
            
                
            
                
            
                
            
     
         
Figure 5.4: Our multiscale spatial pooling schema. In each pooling region, we compute a histogram of
semantic categories. The shown three-scale scheme has 9*2+1=19 pooling regions. In our experiments, we
use a four-scale scheme with 28 pooling regions.
algorithm in [2]. This cleaned map becomes our final semantic label map, Ilabel.
Given the final semantic label map for the entire input image, we construct a contextual feature descriptor
for each sample pixel to represent multiscale object distributions in its surroundings. For a sample point
pi, we first define a series of nested square regions, {R0, R1, . . . , Rτ}, all centered at pi. The edge length of
these regions follows a geometric series, i.e. λk = 3λk−1(k = 1, . . . , τ), making our feature representation
more sensitive to the semantic contents at nearby locations than those farther away. We further subdivide
the ring between every two consecutive squares, Rk+1 − Rk, into eight rectangles, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Thus, we end up with a total of 9τ + 1 regions, including both the original regions in the series as well
as regions generated by subdivision. For each of these regions, we compute a semantic label histogram,
where the number of bins is equal to the total number of semantic categories, N = |Sp⋃Od|. Note that
the histogram for Rk is the sum of the histograms for the nine smaller regions within Rk. Such spatial
pooling can make our feature representation more robust and better tolerate local geometric deformations.
The final contextual feature descriptor at pi is defined to be the concatenation of all these semantic label
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histograms. Our multiscale context descriptor is partially inspired by shape contexts [6]. However, unlike
the shape context descriptor, our regions and subregions are either rectangles or squares, which facilitate fast
histogram computation based on integral images (originally called summed area tables) [104]. In practice,
we pre-compute N integral images, one for each semantic category. Then the value of each histogram bin
can be calculated within constant time, which is extremely fast compared with the computation of shape
contexts. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first one that explicitly constructs semantically
meaningful contextual descriptors for learning complex image enhancement models.
It is important to verify whether the complexity of our contextual features is necessary in learning
complex spatially varying local adjustment effects. We have compared our results against those obtained
without contextual features as well as those obtained from simpler contextual features based on just one
pooling region (vs. our 28 multiscale regions) at the same size as our largest region. From Figure 5.10, we
can see that our contextual features are able to produce local adjustment results closest to the ground truth.
Discussion. The addition of this semantic component into our feature vectors is a major difference with
previous work. As shown in Figure 5.10 and in the section5.6.4, the design that we propose for this component
is effective and produces a significant improvement in practice. That said, we acknowledge that other options
may be possible and we believe that exploring the design space of semantic descriptors is an exciting avenue
for future work.
5.4 Training Data Sampling and Selection
5.4.1 Superpixel Based Sampling
When training a mapping function using a set of images, we prefer not to make use of all the pixels as
such a dense sampling would result in unbalanced training data. For example, we could have too many
pixels from large “sky” regions while relatively few from smaller “person” regions, which could eventually
result in a serious bias in the trained mapping function. In addition, an overly dense sampling unnecessarily
increases the training cost, as we need to handle millions of pixel samples. Therefore, we apply a super-
pixel based method to collect training samples. For each training image I, we first apply the graph-based
segmentation [31] to divide the image into small homogeneous yet irregularly shaped patches, each of which
is called a superpixel. Note that a superpixel in a smooth region may be larger than one in a region with
more high-frequency details. We require that the color transform returned by our mapping function at the
centroid of a superpixel be used for predicting with sufficient accuracy the adjusted color of all pixels within
the same superpixel. To avoid bias, we randomly sample a fixed number of pixels from every superpixel. Let
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ν be any superpixel from the original images (before adjustment) in Λ, and Sν be the set of pixels sampled
from ν. We revise the cost function in (5.1) as follows to reflect our superpixel-based sampling and local
smoothness requirement.
∑
ν
∑
j∈Sν
‖ Φ(Θ, xν)V (cj)− yj ‖2, (5.3)
where Θ represents the set of trained weights in the neural network, xν is the feature vector constructed at
the pixel closest to the centroid of ν, V (cj) denotes the color basis vector of a sample pixel within ν, and yj
denotes the adjusted color of the same sample within ν.
5.4.2 Cross-Entropy Based Image Selection
In example-based photo enhancement, example images that demonstrate a certain enhancement style often
need to be manually prepared by human artists. It is a labor intensive task to adjust many images as each
image has multiple attributes and regions that can be adjusted. Therefore, it is much desired to pre-select a
small number of representative training images to reduce the amount of human work required.On the other
hand, to make a learned model achieve a strong prediction capability, it is necessary for the selected training
images to have a reasonable coverage of the feature space.
In this section, we introduce a cross-entropy based scheme for selecting a subset of representative training
images from a large collection. We first learn a codebook of feature descriptors with K = 400 codewords by
running K-means clustering on feature descriptors collected from all training images. Then every original
feature descriptor can find its closest codeword in the codebook via vector quantization, and each image
can be viewed as “a bag of” codewords by quantizing all the feature descriptors in the image. We further
build a histogram for every image using the codewords in the codebook as histogram bins. The value in
a histogram bin is equal to the number of times the corresponding codeword appears in the image. Let
Hk be the histogram for image Ik. For any subset of images Ω from an initial image collection ΩI , we
compute the accumulated histogram HΩ by simply performing elementwise summation over the individual
histograms of the images in Ω. We further evaluate the representative power of Ω using the cross entropy of
HΩ. That is, Entropy(HΩ) = −∑j HΩ(j) logHΩ(j), where HΩ(j) denotes the j-th element of HΩ. A large
cross entropy implies that the codewords corresponding to the histogram bins are evenly distributed in the
images in Ω and vice versa. Thus, to encourage an even coverage of the feature space, the set of selected
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Algorithm 2: Small Training Set Selection
Input: A large image collection, ΩI ; The desired number of representative images, md
Output: A subset Ω with md images selected from Ω
I
1 Initialize Ω← ∅
2 for i = 1 to md do
3 I∗ = arg maxI∈ΩI−Ω−
∑
j H
Ω′(j) logHΩ
′
(j),
4 where Ω′ = Ω ∪ {I};
5 Ω = Ω ∪ {I∗}
6 end
images essentially need to be the solution of the following expensive combinatorial optimization,
Ω = arg max
Ω∈ΩI
−
∑
j
HΩ(j) logHΩ(j). (5.4)
In practice, we seek an approximate solution by progressively adding one image to Ω every time until we
have a desired number of images in the subset. Every time the added image maximizes the cross entropy of
the expanded subset. This process is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
5.5 Overview of Experiments
Our proposed method is well suited for learning complex and highly nonlinear photo enhancement styles,
especially when the style requires challenging spatially varying local enhancements. Successful local en-
hancement may not only rely on the content in a specific local region, but also contents in its surrounding
areas. In that sense, such operations could easily result in complex effects that require stylistic or even exag-
gerated color transforms, making previous global methods (e.g., [9]) and local empirical methods (e.g., [55])
inapplicable. In contrast, our method was designed to address such challenges with the help of powerful
contextual features and the strong regression capability of deep neural networks.
To fully evaluate our method, we hired one professional photographer who carefully retouched three
different stylistic local effects using hundreds of photos. Section 5.6 reports experiments we have conducted
to evaluate the performance of our method. Although our technique was designed to learn complex local
effects, it can be readily applied to global image adjustments without any difficulty. Experiments in Section
5.7 and the supplemental materials show that our technique achieves superior performance both visually
and numerically when compared with other state-of-the-art methods on the MIT-Adobe Fivek dataset. To
objectively evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we have further conducted two user studies (Section
5.7.3) and obtained very positive results.
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5.5.1 Experimental Setup
Neural Network Setup. Throughout all the experiments in this work, we use a fixed DNN with one
input layer, two hidden layers, and one output layer (Figure 5.1). The number of neurons in the hidden
layers were set empirically to 192, and the number of neurons in the output layer were set equal to the
number of coefficients in the predicted color transform. Our experiments have confirmed that quadratic
color transforms can more faithfully reproduce the colors in adjusted images than affine color transforms.
Therefore, there are 30 neurons in the output layer, 10 for each of the three color channels.
Data Sampling. Since we learn pixel-level color mappings, every pixel within the image is a potential
training sample. In practice, we segment each image into around 7,000 superpixels, from each of which we
randomly select 10 pixels. Therefore, for example, even if we only have 70 example image pairs for learning
one specific local effect, the number of training samples can be as large as 4.9 million. Such a large-scale
training set can largely eliminate the risk of overfitting. It typically takes a few hours to finish training the
neural network on a medium size training dataset with hundreds of images. Nevertheless, a trained neural
network only needs 0.4 second to enhance a 512-pixel wide test image.
Image Enhancement with Learned Color Mappings. Once we have learned the parameters (weights)
of the neural network, during the image enhancement stage, we apply the same feature extraction pipeline
to an input image as in the training stage. That is, we first perform scene parsing and object detection,
and then apply graph-based segmentation to obtain superpixels. Likewise, we also extract a feature vector
at the centroid of every superpixel, and apply the color transform returned by the neural network to every
pixel within the superpixel. Specifically, the adjusted color at pixel pi is computed as yi = Φ(Θ, xνi)V (ci),
where νi is the superpixel that covers pi.
5.6 Learning Local Adjustments
5.6.1 Three Stylistic Local Effects
We manually downloaded 115 images from Flickr and resized them such that their larger dimension has
512 pixels. 70 images were chosen for training and the remaining 45 images for testing. A professional
photographer used Photoshop to retouch these 115 images and produce the datasets for three different
stylistic local effects. She could perform a wide range of operations to adjust the images, including selecting
local objects/areas with the region selection tool, creating layers with layer masks, blending different layers
using various modes, just to name a few. To reduce subjective variation during retouching, she used the
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“actions” tool, which records a sequence of operations, which can be repeatedly applied to selected image
regions.
The first local effect ”Foreground Pop-Out” was created by increasing both the contrast and color
saturation of foreground salient objects/regions, while decreasing the color saturation of the background.
Before performing these operations, foreground salient regions need to be interactively segmented out using
region selection tools in Photoshop. Such segmented regions were only used for dataset production, and
they are not used in our enhancement pipeline. This local effect makes foreground objects more visually
vivid while making the background less distractive. Figure 5.5 (b) and (c) show three examples of our
automatically enhanced results and groundtruth results from the photographer. Refer to the supplemental
materials for the training data as well as our enhanced testing photos.
Our second effect ”Local Xpro” was created by generalizing the popular ”cross processing” effect in
a local manner. Within Photoshop, the photographer first predefined multiple ”Profiles”, each of which is
specifically tailored for one of the semantic categories used in scene parsing and object detection in section
5.3.3. All the profiles share a common series of operations, such as the adjustment of individual color
channels, color blending across color channels, hue/saturation adjustment as well as brightness/contrast
manipulation, just to name a few. Nonetheless, each profile defines a distinct set of adjustment parameters
tailored for its corresponding category. When retouching a photo, the photographer used region selection
tools to isolate image regions and then applied one suitable profile to each image region according to the
specific semantic content within that region. To avoid artifacts along region boundaries, she could also
slightly adjust the color/tone of local regions after the application of profiles. Although the profiles roughly
follow the ”cross processing” style, the choice of local profiles and additional minor image editing were
heavily influenced by the photographer’s personal taste which can be naturally learned through exemplars.
Figure 5.5 (d)&(e) show three examples in this effect, and compare our enhanced results against groundtruth
results.
To further increase diversity and complexity, we asked the photographer to create a third local effect
”Watercolor”, which tries to mimic certain aspects of the ”watercolor” painting style. For example, water-
colors tend to be brighter with lower saturation. Within a single brush region, the color variation also tends
to be limited. The photographer first applied similar operations as in the Foreground Pop-Out effect to the
input images, including increasing both contrast and saturation of foreground regions as well as decreasing
those of background regions. In addition, the brightness of both foreground and background regions are
increased by different amounts. She further created two layers of brush effects from the same brightened
image, using larger “brushes” on one layer and a smaller one on the other. On the first layer, the brush
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )
(g)
Figure 5.5: Examples of three stylistic local enhancement effects. (a): input images. (b)&(c): our enhanced
results and the groundtruth for the Foreground Pop-Out effect.(d)&(e): our enhanced results and the
groundtruth for the Local Xpro effect. (f)&(g): our enhanced results and the groundtruth for the Watercolor
effect. Original images courtesy of Flickr users Chris Hunkeler (left), Martin Sojka (middle) and Ian (right).
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size for the foreground and the background are also different. Finally, these two layers are composited to-
gether using the ’Lighten’ mode in Photoshop. Overall, this effect results in highly complex and spatially
varying color transforms, which force the neural network to heavily rely on local contextual features during
regression.
Figure 5.5 (f)&(g) show the enhanced results of three testing examples and their corresponding groundtruth
results. To simulate brush strokes, after applying the same color transform to all pixels in a superpixel, we
calculate the average color within the superpixel and fill the superpixel with it. See another example of
Watercolor effect as well as visualized superpixels in Figure 5.6. Our automatic results look visually similar
to the ones produced by the photographer. Refer to the supplemental materials for more examples enhanced
with this effect. Note that our intention here is not rigorously simulating watercolors, but experimentally
validating that our technique is able to accurately learn such complex local adjustments.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.6: An example of Watercolor local effect. (a): input image. (b): a visualization of superpixels
used for simulating brush strokes. Each superpixel is filled with a random color. (c): our enhanced result.
(d): the ground truth.
To successfully learn an enhancement effect, it is important to make the adjustments on individual
training images consistent. In practice, we have found the following strategies are helpful in increasing such
consistency across an image set. First, as artistic adjustment of an image involves the personal taste of the
photographer, the result could be quite different from different photographers. Therefore, we always define
a retouching style using photos adjusted by the same photographer. That means, even for the same input
content, retouched results by different photographers are always defined as different styles. Second, we inform
the photographer the semantic object categories that our scene parsing and object detection algorithms are
aware of. Consequently, she can apply similar adjustments to visual objects in the same semantic category.
Third, we use the ”actions” tool in Photoshop to faithfully record the ”Profiles” that should be applied to
different semantic categories. This improves the consistency of color transforms applied to image regions
with similar content and context.
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5.6.2 Spatially Varying Color Mappings
It is important to point out that the underlying color mappings in the local effect datasets are truly not
global. They spatially vary within the image domain. To verify this, we collect pixels from each semantic
region of an image. By drawing scatter plots for different semantic regions using pixel color pairs from the
input and retouched images, we are able to visualize the spatially varying color transforms. See such an
example in Figure 5.7, which clearly shows that the color transforms differ in the sky, building, grass and
road regions. Also, we can see that our method can successfully learn such spatially varying complex color
transforms.
baL
building
grass
baL
road
sky
Figure 5.7: Scatter plots of color mappings. Middle (from top to bottom): input image, semantic label
map and the groundtruth for the Local Xpro effect. Left and right: color mapping scatter plots for four
semantic regions. Each semantic region has three scatter plots corresponding to its L, a, b color channels.
Each scatter plot visualizes two sets of points, which take the original value of a channel as the horizontal
coordinate, and respectively the predicted (red) and groundtruth (blue) adjusted values of that channel as
the vertical coordinate. Original image courtesy of Flickr user Josh.
We further conducted a comparison against [106], which adopts a local piecewise approximation approach.
However, due to the lack of discriminative contextual features, their learned adjustment parameters tend to
be similar across different regions (Figure 5.8).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Comparison with [106] on the Local Xpro effect. (a): Input image; (b): enhanced image by
[106]; (c): enhanced image by our approach; (d): enhanced image by photographer. The enhanced image
by our approach is closer to the ground truth generated by the photographer.
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(a)
(b)
(b) (c)
(d)
(a) (c)
(d)
Figure 5.9: Two examples of novel image enhancement. Left: an example of the Watercolor effect. Right:
an example of the Local Xpro effect. In each example, (a): input image, (b): our enhanced result, (c):
ground truth, (d): training images most similar to the input image. Note that the input images in these
examples have significant visual differences from any images in the training set. Original images courtesy of
Flickr users Steve Johnson, abnormalcy, Frozen Coffee, Tobias Abel (top) and Evgeni Zotov, Julian Montes,
Christopher Rose, Camron Flanders (bottom).
5.6.3 Generalization Capability
Here we verify the generalization capability of the DNN based photo adjustment models we trained using 70
image pairs. As mentioned earlier, the actual number of training samples far exceeds the number of training
image pairs because we use thousands of superpixels within each training image pair. As shown in Figure
5.9, we apply our trained models to novel testing images with significant visual differences from any images
in the training set. The visual objects in these images have either unique appearances or unique spatial
configurations. To illustrate this, we show the most similar training images, which not only share the largest
number of object and region categories with the testing image, but also have a content layout as similar as
possible. In Fig 5.9 top, the mountain in the input image has an appearance and spatial layout that are
different from the training images. In Fig 5.9 bottom, the appearances and spatial configuration of the car
and people are also quite different from those of the training images. In despite of these differences, our
trained DNN models are still able to adjust the input images in a plausible way.
5.6.4 Effectiveness of Contextual Features
We demonstrate the importance of contextual features in learning local adjustments in this subsection.
First, we calculate the L2 distance in the 3D CIELab color space between input images and ground truth
produced by the photographer for all local effect datasets as shown in the second column of Table 5.1. They
numerically reflect the magnitude of adjustments the photographer made to the input images. Second, we
numerically compare the testing errors of our enhanced results with and without the contextual feature in
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the third and fourth columns of Table 5.1. Our experiments show that without contextual features, testing
errors of our enhanced results tend to be relatively high. The mean L2 error in the 3D CIELab color space
reaches 9.27, 9.51 and 9.61 respectively for the Foreground Pop-Out, Local Xpro and Watercolor effects.
On the other hand, by including our proposed contextual feature, all errors drop significantly to 7.08, 7.43
and 7.20, indicating the necessity of such features.
Effect ground
truth L2
distance
TE w/o
context
TE w/
context
Foreground Pop-Out 13.86 9.27 7.08
Local Xpro 19.71 9.51 7.43
Watercolor 15.30 9.61 7.20
Table 5.1: Statistics of three local effects and the mean L2 testing errors. TE=Testing Error.
Input Image Without Context Simple Context Our Context Ground Truth
Figure 5.10: Effectiveness of our contextual features. Left: Input; Middle Left: enhanced without context;
Middle: enhanced with simple contextual features (from a single pooling region); Middle Right: enhanced
with our contextual features; Right: ground truth. It is obvious that among all enhanced results, the one
enhanced using our contextual features is the closest to the ground truth.
To validate the effectiveness of our multiscale spatial pooling schema in our contextual feature design, we
have experimented with a simpler yet more intuitive contextual feature descriptor with just one pooling region
(vs. our 28 multiscale regions) at the same size as our largest region, and found that such simple contextual
features are helpful in reducing the errors but not as effective as ours. Taking the local Watercolor painting
effect as an example, we observed the corresponding mean L2 error is 8.28, which drops from 9.61, but still
obviously higher than our multiscale features 7.20. This is because, with multiscale pooling regions, our
features can achieve a certain degree of translation and rotation invariance, which is crucial for the histogram
based representation. We have also performed visual comparisons. Figure 5.10 shows one such example. We
can see that without our contextual feature, local regions in the enhanced photo might exhibit severe color
deviation from the ground truth.
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5.6.5 Effectiveness of Learning Color Transforms
As shown in Figure 5.2, the use of color transforms helps absorb high-frequency color variations and enables
DNN to regress the spatially smooth but otherwise highly nonlinear part of the color mapping. To highlight
the benefits of using color transforms, we train a different DNN to regress the retouched colors directly. The
DNN architecture is similar to the one described in section 5.5.1 except that there are only 3 neurons in
the output layer, which represent the enhanced CIELab color. We compare the testing L2 errors on the
Foregronud Pop-Out and Local Xpro datasets in Table 5.2. On both datasets, the testing error increases by
more than 20% which indicates the use of color transforms is beneficial in our task.
Effect w/o transform w/ transform
Foreground Pop-Out 8.90 7.08
Local Xpro 9.01 7.43
Table 5.2: Comparison of L2 testing errors obtained from deep neural networks using and without using
quadratic color transforms.
5.6.6 DNN Architecture
The complexity of our DNN based model is primarily determined by the number of hidden layers and the
number of neurons in each layer. Note that the complexity of the DNN architecture should meet the inherent
complexity of the learning task. If the DNN did not have the sufficient complexity to handle the given task,
the trained model would not even be able to accurately learn all the samples in the training set. On the
other hand, if the complexity of the DNN exceeds the inherent complexity of the given task, there exists
the risk of overfitting and the trained model would not be able to generalize well on novel testing data even
though it could make the training error very small.
The nature of the learning task in this work is a regression problem. It has been shown that a feedforward
neural network with a single hidden layer [46] can be used as a universal regressor and the necessary number
of neurons in the hidden layer varies with the inherent complexity of the given regression problem. In
practice, however, it is easier to achieve a small training error with a deeper network that has a relatively
small number of neurons in the hidden layers. To assess the impact of the design choices of the DNN
architecture, we evaluate DNNs with a varying number of hidden layers and neurons. We keep a held-out
set of 30 images for validation and vary the number of training images from 40 to 85 at a step size of 15 to
evaluate the impact of the size of the training set. We repeat the experiments for five times with random
training and testing partitions and report the averaged results. The Foreground Pop-Out dataset is used in
this study. Figure 5.11 summarizes our experimental results. Overall, neural networks with a single hidden
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Figure 5.11: Testing error vs number of training images for DNNs of various architectures. Error bars are
omitted for clarity.
layer deliver inferior performance than deeper networks. DNNs with 3 hidden layers do not perform as well
as those with 2 hidden layers. For a DNN with 2 hidden layers, when the number of training images exceeds
70, the testing error does not significantly improve any more. In summary, DNNs with 2 hidden layers
achieve low testing errors and execute faster than those with 3 hidden layers in both training and testing
stages. Therefore, we finally use a DNN with 2 hidden layers and 192 neurons each throughout this work.
5.6.7 Comparison with Other Regression Methods
Effect Lasso Random
Forest
DNN
Foreground Pop-Out 11.44 9.05 8.90
Local Xpro 12.01 7.51 9.01
Watercolor 9.34 11.41 9.22
Table 5.3: Comparison of L2 testing errors obtained from different regressors.
Our DNN proves to be effective for regressing spatially varying complex color transforms on the three
local effect datasets. It is also of great interest to evaluate the performance of other regressors on our
datasets. Specifically, we chose to compare DNN against two popular regression methods, Lasso [98] and
random forest [8]. Both Lasso and random forest are scalable to the large number of training samples used
in DNN training. We use Lasso and a random forest to directly regress target CIELab colors using the
same feature set as in DNN training, including pixelwise features, global features and contextual features.
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The hyperparameters of both Lasso and the random forest are tuned using cross validation. To make a fair
comparison, our DNN is also adapted to directly regress the target CIELab colors. A comparison of L2
errors is summarized in Table 5.3. The DNN significantly outperforms Lasso on the Foreground Pop-Out
and Local Xpro datasets, and obtains slightly lower errors on the Watercolor dataset. Compared with the
random forest, the DNN obtains lower testing errors on both Foreground Pop-Out and Watercolor datasets.
On the Local Xpro dataset, the random forest obtains lower numerical errors than that of the DNN. However,
after visual inspection, we found that colors generated by the random forest are not spatially smooth and
blocky artifacts are prevalent in the enhanced images, as shown in Figure 5.12. This is because regression
results from a random forest are based on values retrieved from various leaf nodes, and spatial smoothness of
these retrieved values cannot be guaranteed. In contrast, our trained DNN generates spatially smooth colors
and does not give rise to such visual artifacts. More importantly, as shown in Figure 5.1, it is straightforward
to revise the architecture of a DNN to make it produce color transforms that can significantly reduce testing
errors (Table 5.2). However, it is unclear how to achieve the same goal in Lasso or a random forrest when
the ground truth of these color transforms is unknown.
Input Image Ground truth Our result Lasso Random forest
Figure 5.12: Visual comparison against Lasso and a random forest. Note an area with blocky artifacts in
the result of the random forest is highlighted.
5.7 Learning Global Adjustments
5.7.1 MIT-Adobe FiveK Dataset
The MIT-Adobe FiveK dataset [9] contains 5000 raw images, each of which was retouched by five well
trained photographers, which results in five groups of global adjustment styles. As we learn pixel-level color
Method 2500(L) Ran. 250(L,a,b) H.50(L,a,b)
[9] 5.82 N/A N/A
[47] N/A 15.01 12.03
Our method 5.68 9.85 8.36
Table 5.4: Comparison of mean L2 errors obtained with our method and previous methods on the MIT-Adobe
FiveK dataset. The target style is Expert C.
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mappings, there would be 175 million of training samples in total if half of the images are used for training.
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Figure 5.13: L2 error distributions. Note that our method produces smaller errors on both testing datasets.
We have compared our method with [47] using the same experimental settings and testing datasets in
that work. Two testing datasets were used in [47]. (1)“Random 250”: 250 randomly selected testing images
from group C of the MIT-Adobe FiveK dataset (hence 4750 training images) and (2) “High Variance 50”: 50
images selected for testing from group C of the MIT-Adobe FiveK dataset (hence 4950 images for training).
Comparison results on numerical errors are shown in the second and third columns of Table 5.4, from which
we can see our method is capable of achieving much better prediction performance in terms of mean L2
errors on both predefined datasets. Figure 5.13 further shows the error histograms of our method and [47]
on these two testing datasets. The errors produced by our method are mostly concentrated at the lower end
of the histograms. Figure 5.14 shows a visual comparison, from which we can see our enhanced result is
closer to the ground truth produced by the photographer. Such performance differences could be explained
as follows. The technique in [47] is based on nearest-neighbor search, which requires a fairly large training
set that is slow to search. As a result, this technique divides similarity based search into two levels. It
first searches for the most similar images and then the most similar pixels within them. While this two-
level strategy accelerates the search, a large percentage of similar pixels does not even have the chance to
be utilized because the search at the image level leaves out dissimilar images that may still contain many
similar pixels. On the other hand, our DNN based method is a powerful nonlinear regression technique that
considers all the training data simultaneously. Thus our method has a stronger extrapolation capability than
the nearest-neighbor based approach in [47], which only exploits a limited number of nearest neighbors. For
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the same reason, the nearest-neighbor based approach in [47] is also more sensitive to noisy and inconsistent
adjustments in the training data.
Input Image Ground Truth Our Result [Hwang et al. 2012]
Figure 5.14: Visual comparison with [47]. Left: Input image; Middle Left: groundtruth enhanced image
by expert C; Middle Right: enhanced image by our approach; Right: enhanced image by [47].
In another comparison with [9], we follow the same setting used in that work, which experimented on
2500 training images from group C and reported the mean error on the L channel (CIELAB color space)
only. As shown in the first column of Table 5.4, we obtained a slightly smaller mean error on the L channel
on the remaining 2500 testing images.
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Bychkovsky et al. mean of random selection
Bychkovsky et al. mutual information selection
Ours, mean of random selection
Ours, cross−entropy selection
Figure 5.15: Comparison of training image selection schemes. When compared with sensor placement based
on mutual information, our cross-entropy based method achieves better performance especially when the
number of selected images is small. The band shaded in light blue shows the standard deviations of the L2
errors of our scheme.
To validate the effectiveness of our cross-entropy based training set selection method in Algorithm 2,
we have monitored the testing errors by varying the number of training images selected by our method,
and compared them with both naive random selection and the sensor placement method used in [9] (Figure
5.15). Interestingly, when the random selection scheme is used, our neural network based solution achieves
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significantly better accuracy than the Gaussian Process based method. This is primarily due to the strong
nonlinear regression power exhibited by deep neural networks and the rich contextual feature representation
built from semantic analysis. When compared with sensor placement, our cross-entropy based method also
achieves better performance especially when the number of selected images is small, which further indicates
our method is superior for learning enhancement styles from a small number of training images.
5.7.2 Instagram Dataset
Instagram has become one of the most popular Apps on mobile phones. In Instagram, hundreds of filters
can be applied to achieve different artistic color and tone effects. For example, the frequently used “Lo-Fi”
filter boosts contrast and brings out warm tones; the “Rise” filter adds a golden glow while “Hudson” casts a
cool light. For each specific effect, we randomly chose 50 images from MIT-Adobe FiveK, and let Instagram
enhance each of them. Among the resulting 50 pairs of images, half of them were used for training, and the
other half were for testing. We have verified whether images adjusted by the trained color mapping functions
are similar to the ground truth produced by Instagram, which has the flavor of a reverse engineering task.
Our experiments indicate that Instagram effects are relatively easy to learn using our method. Figure 5.16
shows the learning results for two popular effects.
Input Image Our Results Instagram
Figure 5.16: Comparison with Instagram. Left: Input images (from MIT-Adobe FiveK); Middle: our
results; Right: results by Instagram. The top row shows the “EarlyBird” effect, and the bottom row shows
the “Nashville” effect. This comparison indicates enhancement results by our trained color mappings are
close to the ground truth generated by Instagram.
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5.7.3 User Studies
To perform a visual comparison between our results and those produced by [47] in an objective way, we
collected all the images from the two datasets, “Random 250” and “High variance 50”, and randomly chose
50, including 10 indoor images and 40 outdoor images, to be used in our user study. For each of these
50 testing images, we also collected the groundtruth images and the enhanced images produced with our
method and [47]. Then we invited 33 participants, including 12 females and 21 males, with ages ranging
from 21 to 28. These participants had little experience of using any professional photo adjustment tools
but did have experience with photo enhancement Apps such as “Instagram”. The experiment was carried
out by asking each participant to open a static website using a prepared computer and a 24-inch monitor
with a 1920x1080 resolution. For each test image, we first show the input and the groundtruth image pair
to let the participants know how the input image was enhanced by the photographer (retoucher C). Then
we show two enhanced images automatically generated with our method and Hwang et al. in a random
left/right layout without disclosing which one was enhanced by our method. The participant was asked to
compare them with the ground truth and vote on one of the following three choices: (a) “The left image
was enhanced better”, (b) “The right image was enhanced better”, and (c) “Hard to choose”. In this way,
we collected 33x50=1650 votes distributed among the three choices. Figure 5.17 shows a comparison of the
voting results, from which we can see that enhanced images produced by our method received most of the
votes in both indoor and outdoor categories. This comparison indicates that, from a visual perspective, our
method can produce much better enhanced images than [47].
Our second user study tries to verify whether our method has the capability to enhance a target effect in
a statistically significant manner. To conduct this study, we chose 30 test images from one of the local effect
datasets described in Section 5.6.1 as our test data. We asked 20 participants from the first study to join
our second study. The interface was designed as follows. On top of the screen, we show as the ground truth
the enhanced image produced by the photographer we hired, below which we show a pair of images with
the left being the original image and the right being the enhanced image produced by our method. Then we
asked the participant to assign a score to both the input and enhanced images by considering two criteria
at the same time: (1) how closely this image conforms to the impression given by the ground truth, (2) the
visual quality of the image. In other words, if the enhanced image looks visually pleasing and closer to the
ground truth, it should receive a higher score. For the convenience of the participants, we simply discretized
the range of scores into 10 levels. If an image looks extremely close to the ground truth, it should be scored
10. At the end, we collected two sets of scores for the original and enhanced images, respectively. We then
conducted the paired T-test on the two sets of scores and found that the two-tail p-value is p ≈ 10−10, and
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Figure 5.17: A comparison of user voting results between our approach and the approach in [47].
t = 1.96, indicating that our approach has significantly enhanced the desired effect from a statistical point
of view.
5.8 Conclusions and Discussions
In this work, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of deep neural networks in automatic photo adjustment.
We cast this problem as learning a highly nonlinear mapping function by taking the bundled features as the
input layer of a deep neural network. The bundled features include a pixelwise descriptor, a global descriptor,
as well as a novel contextual descriptor which is built on top of scene parsing and object detection. We have
conducted extensive experiments on a number of effects including both conventional and artistic ones. Our
experiments show that the proposed approach is able to effectively learn computational models for automatic
spatially-varying photo adjustment.
Limitations. Our approach relies on both scene parsing and object detection to build contextual features.
However, in general, these are still challenging problems in computer vision and pattern recognition. Misla-
beling in the semantic map can propagate into contextual features and adversely affect photo adjustment.
Figure 5.18(a) shows one such example for the Foreground Pop-Out effect. The ‘sea’ on the right side is
mistakenly labeled as ‘mountain’ and its saturation and contrast are incorrectly increased. As both scene
parsing and object detection are rapidly developing areas, more accurate techniques are emerging and could
be adopted by our system to produce more reliable semantic label maps.
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Input image Our result Ground truth
(a)
(b)
Input image
Our result
Semantic label map
Ground truth
Figure 5.18: Two failure cases. (a): a failure case on Foreground Pop-Out effect. In the semantic label
map, an area with incorrect semantic labeling is highlighted. Correspondingly, this area receives incorrect
adjustments in our result. Original image courtesy of Flickr user Wouter Walmink. (b): another failure
case in ”High Variance 50” test set of MIT-Adobe FiveK dataset.
Another failure case is shown in Figure 5.18(b), where the adjustments in group C of the MIT-Adobe
FiveK dataset are learnt. Our method produces insufficient brightness adjustment, which leads to dimmer
result than the ground truth. In fact, the L2 distance between the input image and the ground truth is
38.63, which is significantly higher than the mean distance 17.40 of the dataset. As our DNN is trained using
all available training samples, individual adjustments significantly deviating from the average adjustment
for a semantic object type are likely to be treated as outliers and cannot be correctly learnt.
Our system employs a deep fully connected neural network to regress spatially varying color transforms.
There exist many design choices in the DNN architecture, including the number of hidden layers, the number
of neurons in each layer, and the type of neural activation functions. They together give rise to a time-
consuming trial-and-error process in search of a suitable DNN architecture for the given task. In addition,
DNN behaves as a black box and it is not completely clear how the network combines features at different
scales and predicts the final color transforms. In fact, interpreting the internal representations of deep neural
networks is still an ongoing research topic [97,114].
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Discussions
In this thesis, we have explored the applications of deep CNN, RNN, MLP network to three challenging
computer vision problems, namely large-scale visual recognition, image semantic segmentation and learning-
based photo adjustment.
For visual recognition problem, we identify the visual hierarchy inherently within the object categories.
Accordingly we develop a two-level hierarchical deep CNN to combine predictions from specialized classifiers
and test it on a subset of 1000 categories in the ImageNet dataset. The obtained superior performance
encourages us to extend our work to the full set of 22, 000 categories, within which richer visual hierarchy
can be defined. Consequently, hierarchical CNN with more levels should be developed as well. Currently,
the visual hierarchy learning is separated from the hierarchical CNN training. We are also interested in
jointly optimizing the two parts, which is expected to achieve improved performance.
Regarding the image semantic segmentation, hybrid net improves over Fully CNN by introducing spatially
recurrent layers, which are effective of integrating global context and propagating long-range dependency.
While hybrid net can localize the segment boundaries more accurately, it still suffers from the downsampled
spatial resolution of intermediate feature maps in the net. Currently, it is partially overcame by computa-
tionally costly yet approximate mean field solver of CRF post-processing to model pixel-level interactions.
We are interested in seeking alternative post-processing method, which is computationally efficient yet has
an exact optimal solution. It is also interesting to incorporate multi-scale features into the pipeline and
to check whether they complement the current features obtained in the preceding convolutional layers at a
single scale.
The current MLP network for automatic photo adjustment takes a concatenation of global contextual,
local contextual and pixel-wise features as input to predict color transform between original image and
enhanced image. Both the global and local contextual feature are either hand-crafted or from external
algorithms. This can potentially degrade the overall performance as there are separate steps which are
not amenable to joint optimization. This also slows down the system execution speed. For example, the
employed external scene parsing and object detection are computationally demanding. Recent advances
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in scene parsing and object detection based on deep CNN suggest that a unified network comprising both
contextual feature extraction and color transform prediction is promising. Therefore, it is a quite interesting
direction to explore in the future. We expect a unified deep net for photo adjustment leads to not only
better performance, but also faster execution time.
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Appendix A
HD-CNN: Hierarchical Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks for
Large-Scale Visual Recognition
A.1 HD-CNN Based on CIFAR100-NIN net
The instance of HD-CNN we use for CIFAR100 dataset is built upon a building block net CIFAR100-NIN.
The layer configurations in CIFAR100-NIN are listed in Table A.1. The architectures of both CIFAR100-
NIN and the corresponding HD-CNN are illustrated in Figure A.1. We use the preceding layers from conv1
to pool1 as shared layers.
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Figure A.1: Top: CIFAR100-NIN network. Bottom: HD-CNN network using CIFAR100-NIN building
block.
A.2 ImageNet 1000-class Dataset
We experiment with two different building block nets on ImageNet dataset, namely ImageNet-NIN and
ImageNet-VGG-16-layer.
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LAY conv1 cccp1 cccp2 pool1 conv2 cccp3 cccp4 pool2 conv3 cccp5 cccp6 pool3 prob
CFG 192,5,5 160,1,1 96,1,1 3,3,2
MAX
192,
5,5
192,1,1 192,1,1 3,3,2
MAX
192,3,3 192,1,1 100,1,1 6,6,1
AVG
SMAX
ACT ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU
PAR # 1.4e+4 3.1e+4 1.5e+4 4.6e+5 3.7e+4 3.7e+4 3.3e+5 3.7e+4 1.9e+4
PAR % 1.5 3.1 1.6 46.9 3.8 3.8 33.8 3.8 2.0
FLOP # 9.7e+6 2.1e+7 1e+7 7.8e+7 6.2e+6 6.2e+6 1.2e+7 1.3e+6 6.9e+5
FLOP % 6.7 14.3 7.2 53.6 4.3 4.3 8.2 0.9 0.5
Table A.1: CIFAR100-NIN network. The configuration of convolutional layer is denoted as (filter number,
filter height, filter width). The configuration of pooling layer is denoted as (pooling height,pooling width,
stride). Notations: LAY=Layer. CFG=Configuration. ACT=Activation. PAR #=Parameter num-
ber. PAR %=Parameter percentage. FLOP #=FLoating-point OPerations. FLOP %=FLoating-point
OPeration percentage. SMAX=SOFTMAX.
A.2.1 HD-CNN based on ImageNet-NIN
The layer configurations of the building block net ImageNet-NIN are listed in Table A.2. The architectures
of ImageNet-NIN and the corresponding HD-CNN are shown in Figure A.2. The preceding layers from conv1
to pool3 are shared in HD-CNN.
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Figure A.2: Top: ImageNet-NIN network. Bottom: HD-CNN network using ImageNet-NIN building block.
Category Hierarchy
We learn 89 overlapping coarse categories using the building block net ImageNet-NIN on ImageNet dataset.
They are visualized in Figure A.3. Fine categories within the same coarse category are more visually similar
to each other than those absent in the coarse category. A histogram of the fine category occurrences in the
coarse categories is shown in Figure A.4. Each fine category can appear in more than one coarse category.
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LAY conv1 cccp1 cccp2 pool0 conv2 cccp3 cccp4 pool2 conv3 cccp5 cccp6 pool3 conv4 cccp7 cccp8 pool4 prob
CFG 96,11,11 96,1,1 96,1,1 3,3,2
MAX
256,5,5 256,1,1 256,1,1 3,3,2
MAX
384,3,3 384,1,1 384,1,1 3,3,2
MAX
1024,3,3 1024,1,1 1000,1,1 6,6,1
AVG
SMAX
ACT ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU
PAR # 3.5e+4 9.2e+3 9.2e+3 6.1e+5 6.6e+4 6.6e+4 8.9e+5 1.5e+5 1.5e+5 3.5e+6 1.1e+6 1.1e+6
PAR % 0.5 0.1 0.1 8.1 0.9 0.9 11.7 1.9 1.9 46.6 13.8 13.5
FLOP # 1e+8 2.7e+7 2.7e+7 4.5e+8 4.8e+7 4.8e+7 1.5e+8 2.5e+7 2.5e+7 1.3e+8 3.8e+7 3.8e+7
FLOP % 9.2 2.4 2.4 40.7 4.3 4.3 13.6 2.3 2.3 11.6 3.4 3.4
Table A.2: ImageNet-NIN network.
Figure A.3: The learnt 89 overlapping coarse categories, each of which is represented by a grid of size 3× 3.
For each coarse category, we randomly choose 9 fine categories within it. An example image for each fine
category is shown. Among the 9 fine categories, 4 of them are found by spectral clustering on the confusion
matrix and their category labels are in green. The remaining 5 fine categories are added subsequently to
remove the separability constraint between coarse categories. Their category labels are in blue.
More Case Studies
To better demonstrate HD-CNN can correctly classify the difficult images for which the building block net
fails, we include more case studies in Figure A.5. For difficult cases, HD-CNN relies on the fine predictions
from more than one fine category classifier to make the correct final prediction.
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Figure A.4: Histogram of fine category occurrences in 89 overlapping coarse categories. The category
hierarchy is learnt using the building block net ImageNet-NIN.
LAY conv
1 1
conv
1 2
pool1 conv
2 1
conv
2 2
pool2 conv
3 1
conv
3 {2,3}
pool3 conv
4 1
conv
4 {2,3}
pool4 conv
5 {1,2,3}
pool5 fc6 fc7 fc8 prob
CFG 64,
3,3
64,
3,3
2,2,2
MAX
128,
3,3
128,
3,3
2,2,2
MAX
256,3,3 256,
3,3
2,2,2
MAX
512,
3,3
512,
3,3
2,2,2
MAX
512,3,3 2,2,2
MAX
4096 4096 1000 SMAX
ACT ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU
PAR # 1.7e3 3.7e4 7.4e4 1.5e5 3.0e5 5.9e5 1.2e6 2.4e6 2.4e6 1.0e8 1.7e7 4.1e6
PAR % 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.9 1.7 1.7 74.3 12.1 3.0
FLOP # 8.7e7 1.9e9 9.3e8 1.9e9 9.3e8 1.9e9 9.3e8 1.9e9 4.6e8 1.0e8 1.7e7 4.1e6
FLOP % 0.6 12.0 6.0 12.0 6.0 12.0 6.0 12.0 3.0 0.7 0.11 0.1
Table A.3: ImageNet-VGG-16-layer network. For clarity, adjacent layers with the same configuration are
merged, such as layers conv3 2 and conv3 3.
A.2.2 HD-CNN based on ImageNet-VGG-16-layer
The layer configurations of the building block net ImageNet-VGG-16-layer are listed in Table A.3. The
architectures of ImageNet-VGG-16-layer and the corresponding HD-CNN are shown in Figure A.6. Layers
from conv1 1 to pool4 are shared within HD-CNN.
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Figure A.5: More case studies. Column (a): test image with ground truth label. Column (b): top 5
guesses from the building block net ImageNet-NIN. Column (c): top 5 Coarse Category (CC) probabilities.
Column (d)-(f): top 5 guesses made by the top 3 fine category CNN components. Column (g): final top
5 guesses made by the HD-CNN. All but the the last two are positive cases where HD-CNN predicts the
ground truth label in the top 5 guesses while the building block net fails.
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Figure A.6: Top: ImageNet-VGG-16-layer network. Bottom: HD-CNN network using ImageNet-VGG-16-
layer building block.
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